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God’s Vow for Metro TV 
Related to the Ignorance of Eden’s Right of Reply by Metro TV 

 
In the Name of God The Most Just and The Most Compassionate 

 

Following the letter addressed to Metro TV regarding our right of reply that is ignored 

by Metro TV, thus once again we question the calumny and public deception by Marzani 

Anwar on Metro TV, but this time God’s Response upon that matter and upon the ignorance of 

our right of reply by Metro TV is stated in Eden Discourse. Therefore, that issue is now already 

in God’s Hands. Thus, this problem becomes serious and will be everlasting, moreover it is 

related to the Day of God’s Court of Justice and Judgement.   

Thus, there is nothing that can be unrevealed anymore when God has Stated His 

Revelation. Therefore, we write this discourse in line with the order that is commanded by God. 

As for every God’s Revelation that is descended down by Him, certainly we are obligated to 

make it as an open letter. And it is God’s Law upon His Revelation, that God’s Revelations 

should be perpetuated to become the verses of teaching to understand His latest God’s Law.  

And His latest Law is conveyed by Him to respond to the recent issues. And the most 

chaotic recent issue is radicalism and terrorism. However, the world needs God’s Answer upon 

these issues, as God’s Revelation is just descended down when the threat has approached or has 

touched Eden. 

Marzani Anwar and his family’s provocations and calumnies toward us are 

continuously conducted in all courses, and directed to judge us and to exterminate our 

existence. Beside participated on Metro TV’s talk show, he also actively writes in mass media 

and social media and busily reports Eden to various parties, to the police, the Indonesian Ulema 

Council, Ministry of Religious Affairs, radical mass organizations and makes appeal to the 

public. Marzani Anwar’s calumnies have been done extensively, and those could have an 

impact and become a threat of which Eden will experience oppression by the radical mass 

organization or become the target of mass violence or become the target of terrorism.  

Nowadays, the issue of heresy is easily triggered and become anarchy, as happened to 

Gafatar. As for terrorism action, it can befall on anyone, moreover if there is someone who 

actively triggers the terrorists’ fury and directs their target. Thus, Eden in last December until 

New Year’s Eve was guarded by the police and the Indonesian National Armed Forces. That 

fact proves that we have become the target of radicalism or terrorism. 

Thus, we need to question once again Marzani Anwar’s provocation on Metro TV to 

assure that we are not guilty and not perverted, thus God mediates our problem with Marzani 

Anwar. Such is the Eden Discourse cites God’s Revelation as follows:  
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God’s Revelation 

In the Name of God the Most Compassionate 

This is God’s Revelation: 

All people are ought to know that I protect Eden, for Eden is My Heaven and My Kingdom. And 

that all people in the world cannot hinder My Court of Justice and My Judgement that I am 

executing right now. Hence, I state that I am collecting the evidences of Marzani Anwar’s crime 

unto Eden to be judged by Me. Thereof, there is My Law that a person who is being adjudicated 

and his mistake shall be judged by Me, his mistake should be revealed before the public and the 

evidences of his mistake have been accurate and it has also been documented in a standardized 

format.As for Marzani Anwar, I lift up My Court of Justice upon him so the world public will 

know that he is the reincarnation of Caiaphas who crucified Jesus and he is also the reincarnation 

of Bishop Pierre Cauchon who judged Joan of Arc with death sentence, by burning her at the 

stake.  

As for nowadays, he is actively provoking the public to consolidate judgement upon Lia Eden, 

who is the reincarnation of Mary and also Joan of Arc. As for it is the harms of the sin upon the 

apostolate, that brings him back doing the same thing to Lia Eden. The tendency of his spirit’s 

instinct has been a natural law for Lia Eden and Eden Community have not made even a slight 

mistake to him. All that have been accused to her is just a twisted fact. 

Thus, to tell the truth of Eden, Eden Community has stated their willingness to perform 

Mubahalla against Marzani Anwar and his family, who also constantly defame Eden. And that is 

one way to prove who is wrong and who is right. 

Accordingly, Metro TV who is also involved in the public lie by Marzani Anwar should 

broadcast the video of Eden’s Mubahalla and should be willing to clear Marzani Anwar’s 

calumnies upon Eden for the proofs of Eden’s truth deserve to be treated justly by Metro TV. 

Truly, I am declaring officially the enactment of the Day of My Court of Justice and My 

Judgement in human world and it is carried out from now on, that is since I state the 

implementation of the Day of My Power to be worldwide. And I will soon prove the 

implementation of it, and there is no one in this world that is able to resolve their problems which 

befall on them, unless their suffering has totally paid the harm of their sins. 

All people in the world at this time need to know the presence of the Day of My Court of Justice 

and My Judgement, and the enactment of the Day of My Power to be worldwide should be taken 

heed by shunning away from making mistake and sins. And whoever does it on purpose, and then 

they should pay for the harm of the sins through the hardships that they will encounter or the 

sufferings that they will undergo. 

Regarding the Day of My Court of Justice and My Judgement, the raging tragedies strike on all 

people whose sins I judge. And calamities that befall on various parts in the world are countless. 

And be the coverage of those sins turns into furiousness and sadistic atrocity. And be the Hell 

exists since Heaven that I descended down is disdained and My Messenger was criminalized. 

And do you know that criminalization upon My Messenger and accusation of heresy unto her 

should be regretted by this nation, for that action has caused Indonesia to be accurst. And 

overcome all your difficulties and misfortunes that I bring to this nation, or praise your Lord and 

ask Him to help you upon all difficulties that besiege this country. 

And I am God, Allah the Only One, Who is not pleased upon the demeanor of this nation, that 

often tyrannizes the minority, and cause them falling to oppress the apostolate of Eden. Equal 

with that, We render the Day of My Court of Justice and My Judgement which I started in this 
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country. And this is the case that I am handling, the case of Marzani Anwar as the reincarnation 

of Caiaphas who crucified Jesus, and the reincarnation of Bishop Pierre Cauchon who burned 

Joan of Arc at the stake, who now actively wants to destroy Eden and wishes the mass to judge 

Lia Eden. And that is the efforts that have ever done by Caiaphas and Bishop Pierre Cauchon. 

Thus, I state My Court of Justice upon Marzani Anwar and his family who has collaborated with 

him in three crimes upon apostolates, that were in three different periods of apostolate, I ascertain 

it will be revealed to be worldwide so that the world public testifies My Court of Justice upon 

Jesus’ crucifier and the person who burned Joan of Arc, and now his victim is targeted on Lia 

Eden”. 

Thus, God’s Revelation we have conveyed and that God’s Revelation is descended 

down related to the broadcast of Marzani Anwar’s interview on Metro TV in program “Selamat 

Pagi Indonesia” (Good Morning Indonesia) with the theme “Fenomena Orang Hilang” (The 

Phenomenon of The Missing Person). 

In that interview, Marzani Anwar stated that we had forcefully recruited his son, Elfa 

Diasmara, which then made him abandoned his wife and children. Whereas, Elfa Diasmara 

disappeared precisely in his father’s hand. And Elfa has been detained at the Stress and Drugs 

Rehabilitation Center in Tasikmalaya since September 5, 2015 by Marzani’s request. 

We have sent to Metro TV the chronology of the case of Marzani Anwar and his son that 

is related to Eden, as well as all evidences and witnesses as their reference. The straightening of 

the fact that we sent to Metro TV as our right of reply was not responded at all. Thus, Metro TV 

just promised they would invite the Jakarta Legal Aid Foundation to be a guess speaker in their 

program, however that promise is also violated. 

As for the Jakarta Legal Aid Foundation do knows well Elfa Diasmara’s case because 

since the beginning they have handled this case. Elfa asked for the Jakarta Legal Aid 

Foundation’s assistance related to the pressure of resignation from the company he served as an 

employee and related to the provocation from his family to General Manager of XL Axiata Tbk, 

PT, of which the provocation was a success, that leads Elfa to lose his job. 

On August 27, 2015, Elfa Diasmara was forced by the H&R Department of XL Axiata 

Tbk, PT to write a resignation letter. One of the reasons was due to his faith conversion. And 

since that day, Elfa Diasmara contacted the Jakarta Legal Aid Foundation to inform about his 

problem. Thus, since the beginning the Jakarta Legal Aid Foundation has handled the case of 

Elfa Diasmara and his company, and the next Elfa has asked the Jakarta Legal Aid Foundation 

to take care of his release from his detention by his father in Tasikmalaya.  

Thus, we are quite satisfied if the Jakarta Legal Aid Foundation is chosen by Metro TV to 

explain about the real incident related to the fate of Elfa Diasmara. However, until now the 

Jakarta Legal Aid Foundation has not been contacted by Metro TV. 

The disappearance of Elfa Diasmara from Eden is because he was taken away forcefully 

by Marzani Anwar and his family. However, since the head of neighborhood watch (RT) 05, 

Rudi Yahya, and the head of community watch (RW) 08, Nur Hamidah, as well as Communal 

Police (Bimaspol) suspected of the coming of Marzani Anwar and his family who came with 

four fully occupied cars, thus they were asked to wait at the RW’s office. Whilst the head of RT, 

RW and Mr. Amru from the Institution of City Council (LMK) came to Eden and explained 

about the coming of many Elfa Diasmara’s family members to meet Elfa. 

We were having breakfast at that time and Elfa hurriedly finished his breakfast. Then 

together with Mr. Rudi, Mrs. Nur and Mr. Amru, Elfa was escorted to RW office and Eden 
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Community was asked not to attend the meeting with Marzani Anwar to avoid a fuss. Thus, 

forcible pick up upon Elfa Diasmara by his family was not witnessed by Eden Community.  

And at that time Elfa brought his cell phone and nothing else, and that cell phone cannot 

be contacted until now, it means the phone has no longer kept by Elfa.Whereas, Elfa Diasmara 

has been bound in Eden’s vow to God, one amongst others is not to accept any present from 

anybody who is not Eden’s member, except salary that is considered as halal by God. Thus, 

actually Elfa Diasmara in his detention, which he did not bring anything, that is a hard trial for 

him. And he also could not do anything that violated God’s Law in Eden. Thus, Elfa Diasmara’s 

sanctification in his detention place is a heavy sanctification for him. 

As for the forcible pick up upon Elfa, it was then told by the head of RT unto us that 

Marzani Anwar stated to the head of RT and RW they wanted to take Elfa for eating out, 

however, when Elfa came closer to the car, he was pushed to enter the car and then the car 

speedily driven followed by the other 3 cars, filled by Marzani Anwar’s family who 

accompanied him at that time. All denizens who watched that incident were dumbfounded for 

they thought there was a criminal action. That was their impression told to Eden. 

Surely afterwards, we could not trace Elfa Diasmara’s whereabouts, but in our hearts we 

are certain he is fine since he is in his own family’s hand and we surrender ourselves to God 

upon Elfa Diasmara’s fate. Indeed we never thought that Elfa Diasmara is actually captured at 

that foundation and within the agreement of the foundation with Marzani Anwar, Elfa 

Diasmara will just be released when he converts back to his previous faith. But, Elfa is 

persistent, he is not willing to convert his recent faith.Thus, Marzani Anwar keeps throwing his 

calumnies to Eden for he does not succeed in forcing Elfa to convert his faith back. Therefore, in 

his calumny on the mass media and Metro TV, as if it is because of us Elfa Diasmara has 

disappeared and abandoned his wife and children. Who does abandon whom? Elfa Diasmara 

was discharged from his job and then he has been captured until now, that is what really 

happened. 

However, one day on September 8, 2015, Elfa Diasmara succeeded to call us, in a hurry 

he informed the place and the address where he was detained, and then a team consisted of 

Eden’s members and the Jakarta Legal Aid Foundation’s representative went to pick up Elfa at 

Al Ikhlas Foundation in Tasikmalaya. Unfortunately, the Jakarta Legal Aid Foundation 

representative called the foundation, informed about their coming to meet Elfa Diasmara. And 

when the team arrived there, they were deceived by the caretaker of the foundation that Elfa 

has been picked up by Marzani Anwar at 4.00 am early morning. That is because Eden and the 

Jakarta Legal Aid Foundation appreciated the courtesy not to come to the foundation at 22.00 

pm, the time when the team arrived in Tasikmalaya. Accordingly, the team waited until the 

next morning to come to the foundation. Thus, we were deceived by the Foundation’s 

caretakers.  

Failed to free Elfa Diasmara in the first time, Eden lost contact again for quite a while, 

until Elfa contacted Eden on November 20, 2015 through email. And in order not to fail again, 

thus we took legal procedure by reporting Elfa Diasmara’s case that was detained at Al Ikhlas 

Foundation to the Police in Tasikmalaya. 

Thus, the Jakarta Legal Aid Foundation and Bandung Legal Aid Foundation came to the 

Police Tasikmalaya District Commands. And Tasikmalaya Police sent the team to Police Ciawi 

Sub-District Commands, and later by the Chief of Ciawi Police, the team was sent to the closest 

Police Station from the foundation location. However, the caretakers of the foundation kept 

insisting not to let the team met Elfa Diasmara, whilst we follow God’s Rule that Eden is 

forbidden to involve in a conflict, let alone be involved in a violent action, thus Eden is not 

willing to respond to the challenge stated by the foundation’s caretaker who were willing to 
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fight against us by using violence. Therefore, Eden and the Legal Aid Foundation’s 

representatives once again failed to release Elfa Diasmara from the foundation. And until now 

Elfa Diasmara cannot contact us anymore. 

Until Metro TV broadcasted the interview of Marzani Anwar, who twisted the fact, then 

we were allowed by God to state the fact openly to the relevant party and to the public. Upon 

that incident, certainly we asked for guidance from God, thus God’s Revelation was descended 

down related to this incident. 

As for God’s Answer upon this incident, it is then related to His Answer regarding 

terrorism, for our problem with Marzani Anwar on Metro TV happened at the same time with 

the phenomenon of the missing persons related to Gafatar and the incident of terror at Sarinah 

Thamrin. Thus indeed, Marzani Anwar has calculated his estimation in his serious effort to 

destroy Eden, as he and his family repeatedly stated in their writing and in social media.  
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God Descends Down a Theory As a Basis to Discover the Theory of Everything  

As usual, every incident that we experienced, certainly we asked for God’s Guidance. 

And God promises that He will give His Answer upon that matter. However, in His Answer 

God even counters that matter by descending the most important knowledge and what is most 

needed as the scientists truly wish to master the Theory of Everything. 

The scientists have never imagined the Spherical Shape of God, thus when God stated 

His Shape is Spherical, thus the Theory of Everything can be discovered, for God stated there is 

finiteness within the infinity of the Most Greatness of God. Thus, He explains His Spherical 

Shape so there is a limitation upon the most vastness of the universe that is constantly 

expanding. 

However for me, who is lack of scientific knowledge, thus I am guided by God to know 

the formula that He wants me to know by bringing me to remember the flashback of mystical 

incidents that happened to me, especially at the beginning of my destiny. For those incidents 

are the applications of the Quantum Theory. 

When we prepared ourselves to write down God’s Revelation related to the stance of 

Metro TV who ignored our right of reply, thus I was asked by God to remember the flashback 

of those incidents that I went through, the mystical incidents related to the coming of Archangel 

Jibril to me since the beginning of my destiny. Thus, God wants me to explain, as well as to 

bring forth those incidents to elucidate the application of the Quantum Theory in the happening 

of God’s Miracle that I experienced. Therefore inevitably, His Guidance to my memory makes 

those incidents become very clear appear in my memory for I have to write them down.   

We cannot render our truth just like that, when our truth is related to His Revelations. 

Thus, I have to write down His Revelations and I should write whatever is equalized as the 

category of Revelation, those are the incidents related to the mystic of God’s Miracle. Such is 

when those incidents can be explained empirically and fulfilled the element of comprehensive 

cognitive theology. 

 

Divi Analis : (My brothers, please whoever wants to help us to immediately eradicate 

the heretical teaching of Eden from this country can report their website to the email 

address of the Ministry of Indonesian Communication and Information (Kemkominfo), 

at: aduankonten@mail.kominfo.go.id. 

As an example I write it as follows: 

Dear Kominfo fellows,  

I report the heretical sect Lia Eden and her community, that is Eden Community 

from the following websites and accounts, for those contain heretical teaching and have 

taken victims, one of them is my own big brother: 

Website : www.komunitaseden.com 

 Twitter : @EdenTheHeaven  

 Facebook : Komunitas Eden 

 

Regards, 

Divi 

 

Once more, send your complain to the email address: aduankonten@mail.kominfo.go.id 

The more support you give, it will accelerate this heretical sect to be eradicated, and 

their teaching will not spread more widely, and it surely will not take anymore victim.  

Moreover, if it strikes our own family) 

mailto:aduankonten@mail.kominfo.go.id
http://www.komunitaseden.com/
mailto:aduankonten@mail.kominfo.go.id
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Accordingly, it can fulfill the requirement that I propose to be able to prove my 

closeness with God and Jibril through the mystical incidents that I experienced and I should tell 

in order, as that order should be coherent from A to Z, so it is clear whether I am perverted or 

right. And God’s Strategy to defend me, He expresses it through His Blessing of a perfect 

knowledge from Him. By this way, I do not need to argue one by one the lies and calumnies 

thrown by Marzani Anwar and his family to me. It is too tedious and taints my heart. 

And also within the new knowledge poured down by God, there is God’s Strategy to 

convey His Oneness for the sake of unification of all religions in modern spiritualism of 

universal absolute monotheism. Thus, the knowledge about the Spherical Shape of God, its 

theory is descended down at the time I write the discourse for Metro TV. From this incident I 

know that when God defends us, certainly He uses His Measuring Scale, not just our scale. Such 

is God teaches us that there should be a true scale that is layered and accurate to state the 

preciseness of the truth that comes from God. 

When our truth that we consider has already quite complete is ignored by Metro TV, 

then God wants our defense should be done by following the scale of God’s Truth. And when it 

has not yet completed, whereas our truth we feel as the perfect truth for it has contained 

relatively a lot of evidences and witnesses, but since we are only considered as a perverted 

minority group, Metro TV still dares to refuse our truth. 

Thus, when God wants to defend us by intervening directly, God brings forth His 

Defense by descending down a universal theory so the scientists in Indonesia and in the whole 

world can estimate the scale of the Most Greatness of God’s Shape which is Spherical, and it is 

useful to bring the scientists in discovering the theory standard to reach the Theory of 

Everything, which is tremendously coveted by all scientists in the world.  

Accordingly, God guides me to write it down, and I should start describing the mystical 

incidents that I have experienced at the beginning of my destiny. Actually mystical incidents 

that astounded me, mostly I experienced at the beginning of my destiny, perhaps at that time 

God wanted to convince me that I was really with Him, so I would surrender myself to enter 

my most immense destiny yet it is really heavy.  

Thus, inescapably I should write them all, which according to God it is related to the 

Quantum Theory. At least, it is the application of Quantum Theory, which the explanation is 

integrated with the Theory of Relativity from Einstein, E=MC2 , and theory from God, that is X= 

E+LE2. As for LE2, it is the signature of Jibril that once shown in the sky. However, those three 

theories that will become the foundation to write a new knowledge from God. 

God wants us to explain His Answer to Metro TV, which is related to Marzani Anwar’s 

case. However, He also wants us to write down His latest Revelation related to terrorism, and 

those all are put together considering we have also received a threat to be the target of terrorism 

in last December prior to the New Year. That condition indeed has been told by God to us, but 

then it became clearer, when the Police actively guarded our residence throughout December 

up to New Year. Thus, thanks to God’s Protection and police’s security, we were free from 

becoming the target of the terrorists. 

Therefore, God’s Answer related to terrorism issue is intentionally included within His 

Answer to Metro TV, by explaining universal theory related to His Shape which is Spherical 

and the Most Immense. And that explanation related to God’s effort to bring all religions back 

to tawheed for the sake of His Stipulation to unify all religions. Without mentioning His Shape, 

the Oneness of God cannot be absolutized. Study about modern spirituality, which is universal, 

as the replacement of all religions, it is connected by God to science. Thus, the future spirituality 
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by God is connected to science so it will not turn back toward deviation in religion due to 

mystic or idolization and deification to God’s Messengers, prophets and gods.  

Thus, God wants Metro TV to study our truth through the science of the universe, which 

has been descended down to us and which the elucidation of His Miracle is related to the 

science of the universe. Therefore, this Eden Discourse is rendered as the replacement of our 

right of reply that has been ignored by Metro TV. 

And God regards it to unite all matters that He heeds to be answered. Thus, all of His 

Answers are put together in this Eden Discourse. Hence, to the public we state that God’s 

Revelation is always related to the law of causality, the law of cause and effect. Such is the 

reason of the descending down of God’s Revelation. 

Thus, allow me to first explain my experiences during the beginning of my destiny, 

when I first met Archangel Jibril and when I first could feel the transcendental communication 

directly with God and also with Jibril, that since the beginning of my destiny until today our 

communication is never stopped, not even once. How that is an infinite blessing for me.  

Whatever happens in the world later, certainly it will be under God’s Watching. And 

God’s Guidance and Directions for human beings and the world are blessed to us. Whether you 

believe it or not, but I will keep writing God’s Revelations until I die. For God’s Stipulation has 

been stated by God to me that for the rest of my life I will just writing God’s Revelations. 

In terms of God’s Revelation descended down today, January 22, 2016, it is the fourth 

day I write His Revelations intended to answer the negligence upon our right of reply by Metro 

TV. 

Thus, I have to start it by writing down God’s Explanation that the mystical incidents at 

the beginning of my destiny can be related to the Quantum Theory, which is intentionally 

applied by God to be His Miracle for me so I could be convinced that I am really with God. 

Thus, I absolutely surrender to Him after experiencing them repeatedly. 

Such is God’s long Explanation, hopefully we could render it as the factor to free us 

from accusation of heresy upon Eden, which has shackled us all this time. Indeed, I should 

begin conveying God’s Revelation regarding His Shape, which is Spherical and The Most 

Immense. Thus, by God’s Permission, I begin this God’s Explanation to bring forth the reason of 

the descending down of this God’s Revelation. 

 

The Application of Quantum Theory in God’s Miracle  

To Reveal the Secret of the Universe 

 

The Holy Quran, Chapter Al A’raf verse 7: 

  

 7. Then We will surely relate [their deeds] to them with knowledge, and We were not [at all] absent. 

 

This is the verse that stated God will descend down knowledge to declare Himself 

having a Spherical Shape and to explain that He is not absent. However, His Mystical Power is 
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integrated within all molecules in the universe for inside every molecule exists His Spirit. As for 

the magic spirit and functionalization of His Miracle, it is implemented by the angels’ mystical 

performance. However, in this case God wants His Miracle to be taken into account as finiteness 

within His Infinity.  

From this verse I begin to write the knowledge that God bless me at this time. Striking 

incidents related to the phenomenon of God’s Miracle in the sky and that I feel, those all in fact 

become the explanation of Quantum Theory that I cannot write in any way since I possess not 

even a slight scientific knowledge, except following God’s Direction through incidents that I 

have experienced in the past. From those consecutive incidents, God explains the relation of 

Quantum Theory with the mystic that I experienced. 

But first, I want to reveal God’s System that when He wants to descend down His 

Blessing, certainly His Blessing is given when we succeed well in going through His Trials. 

Thus, His Trials that truly embarrass us in the incident of the waiting for UFO at Monas on last 

May 31, 2015, it was a trial that was intentionally created for us. And if we endure in our faith 

afterwards, thus He blesses us with the revealment of Eden’s Miracle.  

And when Eden’s Miracle is revealed, God declares the Day of His Court of Justice and 

His Judgement. Thereof, He also implements the Day of God’s Power to functionalize His Law 

and His opened Miracle as the course of the Day of God’s Power. Upon those matters, the trials 

to reveal Eden’s Miracle were made upon us before the public through Monas incident that day. 

Thus actually, there is unlimited wisdom behind the trials of Monas. Thank You, God. 

Thus, in God’s Blessing, He explains to me about the Quantum Theory to reveal the 

secret of the universe. 

 It was started when we watched Marzani Anwar’s calumny on Metro TV in the 

program “Selamat Pagi Indonesia” with the theme “Fenomena Orang Hilang”. We were 

speechless to see Marzani Anwar’s courage to lie. It is truly unbelievable, a religious scholar can 

do something like that before the public. Indeed the public lie that he did brought us harms 

since what he said was actually he was the one who did it. So, try to imagine how we felt at that 

time. In our dumbfounderment, God tried to pacify us by saying: 

“Be patient, for this is the completion of Marzani Anwar’s capacity to do evilness unto an 

apostolate. And this is a public testimony, which he uttered himself of his real identity. And this 

is the time that I have been waiting, he completes the typical of his spirit identity as Caiaphas and 

Bishop Pierre Cauchon. He cannot escape from the tendency of his spirit’s instinct when it 

reaches the time for Me to execute My Court of Justice and My Judgement in the end times.  

And he comes to a situation that I want to prove the real of him. Crimes against apostolate have 

been conducted by many people, however Marzani Anwar whom I bring forth to the court, for he 

is the reincarnation of Caiaphas and Bishop Pierre Cauchon. Thus, he cannot hinder the exposure 

of his spirit’s instinct at this time for the tendency of his spirit’s instinct is the harm of the sins 

that perseveres equal action.  

Thus, defamation and calumnies upon Eden that are addressed to Lia Eden burst out beyond his 

awareness, for Lia and Eden Community have no mistake upon him. Even he is the one who has a 

mound of serious mistakes unto Lia Eden and Eden Community. 

And I explain that all people in this world experience similar condition, they all cannot escape 

from the rising and strengthening of their bad characters. Thus, it is the harm of their previous 

sins that is showing itself. And when he lied and calumniated, such as described in the Holy 

Quran, Chapter At Taghabun verse 9. 
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The Holy Quran, Chapter At Taghabun verse 9: 

 

9. The Day He will assemble you for the Day of Assembly – that is the Day of Deprivation. And 

whoever believes in Allah and does righteousness – He will remove from him his misdeeds and 

admit him to gardens beneath which rivers flow, wherein they will abide forever. That is the 

great attainment. 

And this is the Day Allah adjudicates and judges all people in the world. And this is the time We 

bring up all human being’s misdeeds. And so they lie about their misdeeds and sins, but the harm 

of their sins will rise through whatever they do at this time. And We adjudicate and judge justly. 

And Marzani Anwar himself has demonstrated who is the real him through his rage upon Eden 

without any good reason. Thus, we divulge the real identity of his spirit, and then We present 

him when I adjudicate and judge.  

As for whoever believes in Allah and does righteousness, as Marzani’s son, Elfa Diasmara, who 

has committed to live holy together with the Eden Messengers, thus I remove his misdeeds from 

him and I accept him in Heaven of Eden. Hence, Elfa Diasmara is purifying himself and he 

performs his purification through the deeds of his father and family.   

And unto the fate of Elfa Diasmara who is being detained by his father, and for him there is 

Chapter At Taghabun verse 14. 

The Holy Quran, Chapter At Taghabun verse 14: 

 

14. O you who have believed, indeed, among your wives and your children are enemies to you, so 

beware of them. But if you pardon and overlook and forgive - then indeed, Allah is Forgiving 

and Merciful. 

This verse describes the suffering of the faithful Elfa Diasmara, and he is now being detested and 

oppressed by his own family. Whilst Elfa Diasmara is purifying himself and going through a 

process of equalization of holiness with the Eden Messengers, who have gone through their 

purification for a longer time. Therefore, Elfa Diasmara should be careful in passing through his 

trial of Shiratal Mustaqim. And if he can forgive all his family who have oppressed him and he 

has no anger as well as he can forgive them, then actually God is the Most Forgiving and 

Merciful. 

Eden’s teaching that is considered as perverted has been stated by Marzani Anwar and 

Divi Analis, his son, who intend to destroy Eden’s teaching. Whilst, we have never done 

anything to them until God Who now commands us to write His Revelations related to Marzani 

Anwar and his whole family’s attitude upon Eden until now. And the above verse proves that 

we have obeyed God’s Teaching to always forgive people who do evil unto us. 
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Thus, we, who all this time are asked by God to sit silence upon anything that is done by 

Marzani Anwar unto Eden, no matter how disappointed we are upon Metro TV’s stance unto 

us, which is not fair, but actually behind it there is a wisdom that make us all feel relief. 

We have known Marzani Anwar since 2004, and we have never given any reaction upon 

all of his calumnies. However, the talkshow on Metro TV was outrageous. For whatever he 

accused us, actually he was the one who did it.  

The information as the result of the twisted fact, we have rebutted with all evidences 

and witnesses that we have submitted through our long letter which we sent to Fifi Aleyda 

Yahya who interviewed Marzani Anwar and to Putra Nababan as the editor in chief of Metro 

TV, as our right of reply. The letter was accepted by Yohanes, the producer of that program, 

who promised us that they soon would give the opportunity for us to use our right of reply. 

However, then he said as the result of internal meeting they will just invite Jakarta Legal 

Aid Foundation (LBH Jakarta) in their talkshow. As for LBH Jakarta, it was represented by 

Matthew Mitchel, indeed he knows what has really happened, and he has been directly 

involved in taking care of this case since the beginning Elfa Diasmara was detained by Marzani 

Anwar at Stress and Drugs Rehabilitation Center Hidayah Al Ikhlas Foundation in 

Tasikmalaya. Marzani Anwar did not just captured Elfa Diasmara, but he is also the actor of 

Elfa Diasmara’s discharge from XL Axiata, Tbk, PT. 

However, until today we have no news regarding our right of reply that we have been 

waiting for, including LBH Jakarta has never been contacted by Metro TV. Therefore, I feel 

distress and uncomfortable facing the fact of unjust decision by Metro TV unto us. Whereas, we 

would like to defend ourselves from the calumnies and serious crime, that is violation of the 

human rights and violation of the right to freedom of religion and belief. Thus, Marzani 

Anwar’s calumnies have been prolonged for 12 years and his acute provocation lately is to 

terminate the existence of Eden, which is done by Marzani Anwar and his family. 

And God allows us to replace our right of reply that has been ignored by Metro TV with 

God’s long Explanation that we will bring forth, which the title are “Aplikasi Teori Quantum 

dalam Mukjizat Tuhan Membuka Rahasia Alam Semesta (Application of Quantum Theory In 

God’s Miracle to Reveal the Secret of Universe)” and God’s Explanation in “Tuhan Menjawab 

Masalah Terorism (God Answer, The Issue of Terrorism)”. 

We will write them both to be disseminated as the knowledge from God as well as to 

prove that Eden is not a perverted sect as has been accused to us all this time. And all at once 

we also would like to make it as our self-defense upon all accusation to us all the time. Thus, by 

God’s Permission I begin God’s Explanation by bringing forth first the reason of the descending 

down of this God’s Revelation.  

Truly, I have no knowledge about science of the universe and I do not understand the 

scientific terminologies and formulas. But, God asks me to think of His Explanation that 

includes scientific terminologies guided by Him.  

Therefore, inevitably, I try to remember the mystical incidents I ever experienced, which 

according to God those are the application of Quantum Theory as the incidents that I 

experienced at the beginning of my destiny, around 1995-2000.At first, my transcendental 

communication with Archangel Jibril made me able to do alternative healing. At that time, I 

have lots of patients. In a day I could serve more or less 100 patients. When God wanted to 

involve me in this enormous destiny, it seemed that He intentionally astounded me to see the 

instant healing of the patients that I took care.  
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Thus, I became interested to leave my career totally as a flower connoisseur and focused 

just unto Him merely as the consequence of my fascination to see God’s Miracle through the 

cure of the people whom I took care. They were cured through sensitivity of my sense and my 

hands found the nerve points that I should press in order to clear the blockage or narrowing in 

the blood vessel. Thus, the disease was cured instantly. 

Thus, among those activities, I often got a report from my patients who told me that I 

came to their houses and talked with them, but I did not feel anything. At least, there was no 

mystical sign that I felt inside myself, when I split myself without my own willingness. 

However, that was the fact that I just knew, when there was someone told me his or her 

experience that I came to his or her house, whilst I was still staying at my home. I did not know 

about this matter at all until they told me their experience. 

For a moment, I felt happy and proud when someone reported to me about that fact. 

Wow, how powerful I was, I thought. But it was just a quick flash in my mind for I was really 

afraid to make mistake. And when you are in a destiny that is related to God, being proud 

could become terribly awful, cannot adjust ourselves in God’s Trial. 

However, God bless me with a natural feeling, thus that feeling just popped up in my 

heart for a quick moment and God also made me just felt amazing not more than one day. 

Afterward, I forgot about that incident. Although people reported that incident several times, 

but I felt the graphic of my feeling was still consistent, thus I could endure thinking that matter 

as a trial for me. If I let myself to succumb in pride, thus I cannot subjugate myself in my 

purification unto God. 

This experience happened to me repeatedly from the report of my patients. 

Unfortunately, I recorded not their names and the places of incident or their addresses. And it 

was my self-subjugation at that time. However, when I need their testimony nowadays, we 

have not been in touch anymore since I have been busy taking care of God’s Revelations totally. 

And until now, I have been through various heavy incidents consecutively, which are related to 

defamation, intimidation and threat from different parts and eviction as well as imprisonment, 

which until now has not yet subside. 

However, there are some people whom I recognize could be submitted as witnesses 

although I am still not sure whether they are willing to give their testimony or not, for it is most 

likely that they do not want to be involved with my name, but I know them and some of them 

formerly were Eden Community members or Eden’s friends. And therefore, I am still certain 

that they are possibly willing to testify about their experience, which they have been 

approached by Archangel Jibril, who was identical to me. Why not trying to make them as my 

witness. And they are: 

1.  Era, my assistance when I still owned a dried flower company, Lia’s Art. At that time, she 

was sick and did not come to the office and I never came to her house either, suddenly I 

was standing beside her and cured her illness. But, she realized that it was not I. Thus, the 

next day she reported to me.  

2.  Suad, was a former member of Eden Community. He found Jibril’s appearance exactly 

like me in the middle of the night, if I am not mistaken at 2.00 am, at that time she was 

wakeful and sat by the sofa in front of her bedroom. And she found me in her house, but 

she knew that it was not I. For she often heard about Jibril’s appearance from the people 

who reported Jibril’s coming upon them. However, I am not sure whether she will be 

willing to testify, for it has been a long time we have not heard any news from her since 

she decided to resign from Eden, for she chose just to be a housewife for her husband. 
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3.  Iping is Eden Community member who resides in Salatiga. She also saw me in her 

bedroom. And she also knew that it was not I, but rather it was Jibril. When Jibril 

appeared he always brought a peaceful aura so there is no feeling of fear inside the person 

he met. That was also what I felt when I saw Jibril’s hologram, which the face and figure 

was just like my son, Mukti, at Masjid Al-Haram. 

We cited here the testimony of Iping from Salatiga. 

 

 
Name: Iping 
Testimony:  One day I was invited to Mahoni in a sudden. Thus, early in the morning 
around 05.00 AM, I left for Semarang to buy a ticket. But when I arrived at the train 
station, the ticket was sold out, I was so confused, how could I go to Jakarta? Should I go 
home or what else to do? I could only pray. God please allowed me to go, I wanted to 
attend the ceremony together with your Messengers. With no ticket, I could finally come 
to jakarta, though I was interogated by the train conductor, and was asked so many 
questions. Thanks God, I could attend throughout the occasion. 
 
There was a flood, on the way home to Semarang. So we got off the train in the middle of 
paddy fields.  In that dark-early dawn I had to walk to the main road and I was then picked 
up by Angga with his motorcycle to look for a bus. When I arrived at home, I got sick for 
three days. And at that time, when I half asleep, I saw clearly Mother Lia Eden came and 
she stared at me, whereas I knew that she was in Jakarta. Dear God, it was actually the 
Archangel Jibril who appeared to me as Mother Lia. Praise the Lord, I, your  servant, 
testify, You have descended down your angel in this era.    

 

 

4. A friend of Dunuk (Siti Zainab Luxfiati), her name is Jeffa F. Djarot, at that time she came 

to Eden to bring his son to be cured. However, her husband, Budi Djarot, at their house 

saw the appearance of Jibril similar to me was inside his son’s bedroom. Budi Djarot is 

the brother of Eros Djarot and Slamet Raharjo. As for Budi Djarot, he once told us that he 

would be wiling to testify when his testimony is needed to reveal information to certain 

group who ask for his testimony. Hopefully he would be willing to fulfill his promise to 

testify. Therefore, we would like to say thank you.   

Ugh, I always doubt promises for I have been long considered as notorious person, who 

could cause other people to be labeled also as perverted, so I just accept whether people want to 

testify or not, it is up to them. 

Furthermore, some testimonies from my patients, hopefully when this fact is lifted up to the 

public, they will be willing to give their own testimony. For I cannot contact them, because I do 

not know their addresses nor their phone numbers, thus I cannot expect they will give their 

testimonies. 

Based on this true story, God in His Explanation stated that those incidents are one part of 

the sequence of His Explanation regarding Eden’s Miracle related to Quantum Theory. 

However, first let me also explain about the manifestation of Eden’s Miracle in the sky as an 

initial of LE2, which that occurrence was recorded by a video camera, and it happened in 

Coblong village, Megamendung on April 1, 2001. 
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The LE2 figure is reflected by the red clouds in the sky above Salak Mountain just before sunset, 

whilst the figure of 2, which is white, it is stated by Jibril as the formation of the angels, thus the 

figure of 2 is seen perfect and the color is different from the color of the sky surrounding it. Seems 

like God privileges the figure of 2. 

 

The formation of angels to create the perfect figure of 2 in the sky, can be compared with the 

angel’s creation of crop circle, which the lines are also always perfect. The figure of LE2 in the 

sky is actually functionalized as the signature of Jibril in Eden Discourses that we disseminate 

to the public, and in fact it becomes Eden’s mainstay formula to prove that Eden is not 

perverted. When later on God states that LE2 is the formula to complete the Quantum Theory 

and Relativity Theory of Einstein E=MC2 , it is absolutely beyond my anticipation. Thus, God 

commands me to elucidate first the mystical incidents that I have experienced and submit the 

witnesses who can support our statement upon those incidents.  

In responding to the stance of Metro TV who ignores our right of reply, God also wills to 

answer the issue of terrorism as the world’s heavy problem, which now has become a 

disruption for all countries in the world. Thus, God’s Answer I should write orderly through 

my own experiences, for God’s Answer is embraced within His Blessing upon a new knowledge 

from Him that could make the scientists able to reach the Theory of Everything. It seems that 

God wants to declare that the truth of Eden should be supported by a science from God, Who 

perfects the mainstay theories of the experts. If it is not happened that way, the truth of Eden is 

still considered as non-sense. 

Thus, the proof of Quantum Theory can be connected through Jibril’s letter that flew from 

nothingness unto us. And it happened around 1995. If I only submit the real proof through 

Archangel Jibril’s writing on a paper to state the truth of the destiny that comes to me, I think it 

is not enough, and it is true, the Revelation is once again being ignored and mocked, as cited in 

the Holy Quran, Chapter Al An’am verse 7. 

The Holy Quran, Chapter Al An’am verse 7: 

 

 And even if We had sent down to you, a written scripture on a page and they touched it with 

their hands, the disbelievers would say, "This is not but obvious magic." 

Hence, this verse stated that God has conveyed the coming down of Jibril initiated by 

letters flying down to me. And it will just be considered as obvious magic, and indeed I have 

experienced it. My own family stated it as a magic thus they all stayed away from me. 
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Thus, in this verse, God also has stated that the disbelievers accuse us as perverted and 

we have been bewitched by the fake Jibril, and God’s Revelation is also a fake. Such is God 

proves that His Revelations are not fake through all that we have written in the discourse and 

which we upload in KomunitasEden.com website. However, I expect that one day God’s 

Revelations in Eden Website will be believed and followed. 

Well, this discourse intended for Metro TV, it is God’s Response upon the stance of 

Metro TV toward Eden, and it becomes a series of theory that will divulge Eden’s destiny out 

from the accusation of heresy. And after this discourse received by Metro TV but it is still 

ignored, considering the very vulnerable situation nowadays so Metro TV prioritizes on their 

own security, thus Metro TV will be shackled by their defiance upon God. 

And whatever it is, it will not impede Eden’s truth to rise to the surface since according 

to God, Eden’s Miracle has been revealed and there is no one can impede Eden to come forward 

and be worldwide. 

And God stated unto me related to this verse and Jibril’s letters that I received. And this 

is God’s Verse that I received on January 19, 2016: 

 

God’s Revelation 

 

And say it to the world that there is nothing that can drown My Revelations and cover the truth 

of Eden as done by Metro TV for I have declared the Day of My Power and the Day of My Court 

of Justice and My Judgement. Thus furthermore, I will testify how I adjudicate and judge 

Marzani Anwar whom I stated that his spirit’s identity is Caiaphas who crucified Jesus and he is 

also Bishop Pierre Cauchon who burned Joan of Arc at the stake.  

Thus, Marzani Anwar’s crime upon the apostolate has been done in three ages. Such is the 

tendency of evil spirit has been passing through three eras of apostolate. And such prime sins 

certainly roll undergoing the law of spirit regulation. Thus, once someone has sin upon 

apostolate, and then the sin will follow the spirit until the next era of apostolate and the next and 

the next again. That is the law of karma and law of reincarnation. The crime sin upon the 

apostolate eternally shackles his spirit since it is the heaviest sin. 

Therefore, do not ever be a perfidy upon an apostolate and be a disbeliever in Revelation, so there 

will not be anyone has a fate like Marzani Anwar, whom I adjudicate now. And do not show 

anymore ego upon a religion so no one will plunge to have a fate like Marzani Anwar or like the 

cursed terrorists. They will impossibly enter Heaven because of their fighting for their religion 

through calumny and viciousness, how would I forgive them and give them a chance to enter 

Heaven although what they do is for the sake of their religion. The life of My Prophet and his 

sacrifice as well as his devotion is incomparable with the love and fanaticism upon certain 

religion. God’s Prophet is irreplaceable.  

And prevent radicalism so the believers will not conflict their faith with demeanor of vicious 

anarchism. For there is no reason I could justify them. Religion teaches adherents to do good 

deeds and shun away from sins, if you think that you are right and you judge others by burning 

their houses and evicting them, thus you have done a crime in the name of religion. 

Do you know that I impossibly justify radicalism and anarchism as well as terrorism? Thus, 

impossibly I win them for I will not bless them, but instead, they are the kind of people who will 

dwell in Hell. For, they have also tyrannized My Heaven. 
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As for My Statement, it will be followed by My Judgement upon Marzani Anwar and his family 

who collaborate conducting defamation and threat of eradication upon Eden. 

Thereof, I show to the public that the path to Heaven is to sanctify and not involve in religious 

conflict, for Heaven is certainly neutral upon all religions and always call for peace. And when 

Eden is loathed, intimidated and threatened to be destroyed, thus I am The One Who will answer 

all the threats. And I answer with goodness, which is through the knowledge that I am 

descending down. 

And say to them, I will render the letter from Jibril to you as a course to release you from the 

accusation of heresy. For I will make it as an application of Quantum Theory that I integrate with 

the Theory of Relativity from Einstein E=MC2. And I complete it with a theory of X=E+LE2, so 

those theories can be applied to discover the Theory of Everything, then the scientists and their 

technology can determine the scale of the measurement of My Greatness. Thus, the technology of 

modern human will reach the technology of UFO spaceship, the intergalactic transporter 

spaceship. 

Such is My Promise to the scientists, so all harmful technologies such as multiplication of war 

weaponry, especially nuclear weapon, should be stopped and replaced with focusing on building 

intergalactic transporter spaceship, as UFO that has been identified ever approached this earth. 

And that is intergalactic civilization, which now is the time to be pondered by the inhabitants of 

this earth to equalize the alien’s civilization, which is more advance, to impede the alien’s 

invasion one day in the future. 

Thus, I announce that the evil alien creature from other planet, certainly will invade this earth, 

for they know that this earth has been besieged by the flaring doomsday. Their technology is far 

more advance. And when they had discovered that the inhabitants of this earth had been worn-out 

stricken by the flaring doomsday, they came to this earth. As if they will just pick up sweet fruits 

that are left by the farmers due to natural calamities which have besieged their earth. 

Therefore, I prepare this earth’s inhabitants who cannot be sanctified by Heaven, so they should 

make their own efforts to build the transporter spaceship that can explore the inter-galactic in 

order to be able to evacuate their nations. Whilst, the ones who can be sanctified by Heaven, We 

will bring to the Main Heaven, that is the huge spaceship, which has been set up. And that is My 

Covenant to all people related to Heaven, that is Heaven as the salvation and as a temporary 

dwelling place during the evacuation process is being carried out. 

We will evacuate people who have succeeded in sanctifying themselves to the second Heaven, the 

main one, that is the huge intergalactic-transporter-spaceship. Therein, they gather waiting for 

Us to bring them to the new earth. That is how the incident of elevation has been prophesied in 

the Holy Bible Chapter a New Heaven and a New Earth verse 1. 

The Holy Bible, Chapter Revelations 21 verse 1: 

1. Then I saw a new heaven and a new earth; for the first heaven and the first earth 

passed away, and there is no longer any sea. 

And it is in accordance with the Holy Quran, Chapter Ibrahim verse 48: 

 

48. [It will be] on the Day the earth will be replaced by another earth, and the heavens [as 

well], and all creatures will come out before Allah , the One, the Prevailing. 
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Those both verses equally contain the meaning of evacuation of this earth’s inhabitants to the 

other earth. Chapter Revelation 21 verse 1 stated about a new heaven and a new earth; for the 

first heaven and the first earth passed away. And there is no longer any sea, that describes the 

condition of Heaven inside God’s Salvation Spaceship for the inhabitants of this earth, such is the 

spaceship is as big as this earth. For it is not an outerspace object, thus inside the ship there is no 

sea as mentioned in the above verse. However, clean water is available sufficiently and it is stated 

as a spring of water of life in Chapter Revelation 21 verse 6. 

The Holy Bible, Chapter Revelation 21 verse 6: 

6.   Then He said to me, "It is done. I am the Alpha and the Omega, the beginning and 

the end. I will give to the one who thirsts from the spring of the water of life without 

cost. 

Thus, it is done, doomsday has come. And I am God, giving the new knowledge for salvation. As 

for the symbolization of My Name, I stated it as Alpha and Omega. Indeed it is to imply the 

application of My Name in the new knowledge that I am descending down, as the knowledge I 

have descended down through this discourse. 

Furthermore, aforementioned Holy Quran Chapter Ibrahim verse 48 also explain the same 

condition as Chapter Revelation 21 verse 1, that the inhabitants of this earth experience 

evacuation to the other earth. Thus, in this verse, it is mentioned, “[It will be] on the Day the 

earth will be replaced by another earth. And this is the moment all people in the world will come 

out before God, The Once, the Prevailing”. And I apply My Revelation in this verse to be a 

stipulation, that is Unification of All Religions, as it is My Stipulation to purify all religions back 

to The Oneness of God. And to unify all religions, there will not be anymore religious conflict and 

terrorism. And I am the Prevailing Who creates it. 

In this end times I shall adjudicate and judge the sins of all people, thus human beings are 

gathered in Mahsyar Field, thus this earth is full of its inhabitants. And all people now are 

experiencing judgement upon their sins through whatever incident befalls on them at this time. 

My Judgement can be experienced through whatever problems arise amongst their family or their 

work place or in their neighborhood, or on the street they pass through. Truly, today human being 

is easily facing an accident and death. Thus, it is My Judgement upon the sins in general. 

As for the Mahsyar Field, it is not in the hereafter, instead Mahsyar Field is the analogy of the 

globalization era. And in the era of My Court of Justice and My Judgement in human world, thus 

all people can witness how My Judgement upon the people whom I judge and all people in the 

world can witness it through television and internet that broadcast the world news. 

Information Technology and internet can broadcast any news to the whole world, and all people 

in the world can watch any occurence. Thus, it is also the phenomenon of Lauhul Mahfudz1. And 

that is the sign of the end times, the moment human being is covered by brutality and crimes and 

wars. 

For that reason, I descend down knowledge that is related to the science of universe, astrophysics 

that I compile by unifying it with the science of metaphysics. I render modern spiritualism, which 

is universal, and I unite spiritualism and science, and I simplify the way of worshipping when I 

unify all religions. 

And that is the scientific renewal that I intentionally make through Eden so it will become a 

support for the inhabitants of this earth in order to assist them in building their own 

intergalactic-transporter-spaceship. Thus, they could help themselves to move to the other planet, 

when this earth is getting not inhabitable, for it is processing its apocalypse. And the condition 
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will worsen when human beings keep doing the nuclear testing. Moreover when war in the name 

of religion will inevitably use nuclear weapon.   

Thus, I want to shift the multiplication of nuclear weapon by the countries that think nuclear is a 

way to defense their people by focusing on research and experiment using the formula that I am 

conveying to replace the harm of technology to become a blessing for human being and the nature. 

In fact, this God’s Revelation is related to one of Jibril’s poems written for me, but I 

never understand the meaning. This poem was noted by Taufik Ismail at that time. Well, it 

turns out that it is the secret of a formula about time, related to the Quantum Theory intended 

as a signal of guidance to perfect the Quantum Theory by Him. Let the scientists reveal the 

secret through the guidance of this Jibril’s poem. And here is the poem. 

Quantum Theory can be applied in this poem. As this poem is a signal to integrate 

Quantum Theory with the theory that is given by God at this time. Hopefully the scientists can 

interpret the content of this poem to be aligned with the theories that they develop. 

And this is part of the collection of Jibril’s letters for me. 

Jibril’s handwriting is not good and there is a mistake in his English, and the style of his 

writing and his language used modern slang, as usually used in chatting or text messaging, 

whereas it was still 1995, which cell phone and text messaging was still uncommon to be 

utilized. Thus, he appeared as a Muslim jinn who had less formal style. According to him it was 

necessary to do, so his approach to me would be smoother and it would not startle me, his 

humor was also very impressive. And it is truly surprising since before that time I did not know 

at all about jinn world nor angel world. 

As for his writing, it also contained fault and his style of writing was irregular. 

According to him, it was to adjust to be jinn Habib Muslim who was just ordinary, it was 

because he was testing me whether I was willing to mingle with jinn or not. If all of a sudden I 

knew that it was Jibril, he said my purification became not easy and my faith unto God could be 

fragile and not certain for I entered the mystical world without any experience, whereas the trial 

of faith I had to go through, thus I should be tested through my encounter with Habib. By that 

way, I was purified since I was not holy yet. 

Tawheedness of my faith should be tested by him. If I am proud being accompanied by 

Jibril right from the start, then I would be hard to be sanctified. Thus, he hide his identity whilst 

testing and sanctifying me. I just recognized that he was Jibril, when I went umrah and had 

certainty when I was at Masjid Al Haram in 1997, two years after I knew him. 

I deliberately heed this explanation by enclosing Jibril’s letters, which are odd and 

magical, so the public can study how actually the closeness of angelic world with human. Angel 

is in fact very close to human and if that closeness would be explored, you should listen to your 

voice of conscience for there is the source of angel’s voice saying words to human. Thus, follow 

your good instinct, for that is the connection between human and angel. 

The flying down of Jibril’s letters happened not in my house at Mahoni street, instead it 

occured at the house of my former in-law Rosmini Day in Cipinang. She called me to see the 

letters flying and fell down in her house. And when I came, many of Jibril’s letters were 

directed to me, even most of them. Thus, the incident of the flying down of Jibril’s letters for me 

was witnessed by Rosmini Day’s family and my relatives as well as Arswendo Atmowiloto who 

asked me to allow him testifying that incident. 

Unfortunately, the original collection of Jibril’s letters for me has been confiscated by the 

Jakarta Metropolitan Regional Police. Whereas, in fact those original letters can be studied by 

the scientists, for those letters came out from nothing and in those letters there are Archangel 
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Jibril’s handwritings. And it is also a substantial essence to know the secret of mystic and can be 

served as the application of Quantum Theory by the angel. Hopefully the Jakarta Metropolitan 

Regional Police still keeps them since it is very important for the scientists who want to study 

further the original Jibril’s letters that were sent from the mystical realm. 

In fact we have some witnesses who could possibly give their testimony. Although we 

are not sure yet of their willingness to do it, considering our experience with Metro TV who 

showed no consideration and ignored our right of reply, though the certainty that we are the 

right one actually can be felt by them. It is likely that similar incident can happen to us through 

people who ever saw the flying down of Jibril’s letters for me in the past. 

Thereof, now I always doubt when hoping for someone to testify upon the Eden’s truth. 

There are some witnesses that we propose to Metro TV, but perhaps it is not important for 

them. Thus, Metro TV has done an ethical violation. Whereas, if Metro TV wants to check the 

truth of Eden, they could just ask to all witnesses that we mentioned in the transcript of proving 

the Eden’s truth, which attaching the chronology of all incidents that relate Marzani Anwar 

with Eden, that we aim to refute Marzani Anwar’s lies. When they ignore that matter, thus the 

evidence of our truth is totally ignored. And we regret it, for the big name of Metro TV in our 

eyes now is tainted. 

Indeed all this time we cannot ask anyone freely to be a witness, considering almost all 

people do not want to involve with Eden’s affair. Let alone support the truth of Eden. The 

accusations of heresy and criminalization upon Eden have been like a thick cover, that we 

cannot penetrate except God penetrates it for us.  

Facing that reality, hopefully the witnesses, whom we mention here, are willing to give 

their testimony honestly. If they are not willing, it is up to them, but surely amongst them at 

least there is someone who would be willing to testify. The appearance of Archangel Jibril and 

his letters to me are truly important to be the proof of the truth of Eden. It is also the 

phenomenon of the application of Quantum Theory explained to me by God. 

As for those letters, they have been read by my friends and some notables who had an 

opportunity to talk about it with me. The incident of the flying down of Jibril’s letters for me 

was only witnessed by Arswendo, since he was the only one who asked me to be allowed to 

watch that incident, for indeed I told him about it. Thus, I invited him to come to my former 

inlaw’s house.  

Therein, he witnessed the flying down of Jibril’s letters, even there was a letter intended 

for Arswendo himself and there was a piece of paper for Arswendo from Jibril that stated he 

judged Arswendo was not wrong when he was imprisoned. And even Jibril took a bundle of 

the document of Prima Dosa (Prime Sins) written by Wimanjaya K Liotohe, of which according 

to Jibriil, he took it from the cabinet of the Prosecutor’s office and Arswendo was allowed only 

to read it and later left it at the house to be brought back to the Prosecutor office. 

Thus, that document indeed disappeared after Arswendo read it. It is necessary to know 

that at that time the Prima Dosa by Wimanjaya was phenomenal, considering in 1995 Soeharto 

still ruled this country. If Arswendo Atmowiloto is asked about this matter, hopefully he will be 

willing to testify. 

As Jibril’s utterance to me, the disappearance of police investigation report under the 

name of Wimanjaya related to his writing Prima Dosa inside the prosecutor’s cabinet was 

intentionally done to be the testimony of who saw it, that as God’s Judge, he wanted to prove 

that there is no distance and barrier for him and there is no digital system that cannot be known 

by him. And there is nothing that is not seen by him. Thus, he wants to assure me, that I do not 
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need to be afraid if God commands me to write the Revelations of His Court of Justice and His 

Judgement. For he who knows everything exists to accompany me.  

Thus, Arswendo Atmowiloto can be asked about this matter. I think if we ask him, there 

will not be any problem. The only problem is if I ask him to participate in the purification.  

I am not sure how the notables that I mention below knew about the letters that came 

from magical world, which was directed for me. Perhaps the persons who saw that incident 

talked about it and then they heard and each of them called me for they wished to see those 

letters. 

Amongst them is the late Gus Dur, who called and asked me to bring those Jibril’s letters 

to his office at Kramat Street. I knew Gus Dur since his wife was my friend and she once learned 

dried-flower arrangement from me and then we became close friends. However, when I left those 

Jibril’s letters to Gus Dur for a night as he requested, but the next day he told me that the one who 

wrote that letter to me was Soeharto’s jinn, who penetrate into him through me for I was his wife’s 

friend. 

Facing Gus Dur’s answer, I was just confused. For when I asked about that matter to 

Habib, he told me that Gus Dur’s answer was right and he did not lie, means who communicated 

with me was Soeharto’s jinn, thus I need to ask him, was it true that he was Soeharto’s jinn? 

However, as the time went by, I then knew that he was Jibril, thus I asked him once again why in 

the past he admitted himself as Soeharto’s jinn. But then Jibril told me that it was the way to 

involve me into Soeharto’s mystic. The story about Jibril deliberately involved me with Soeharto’s 

mystic has been written in a discourse titled Ora et Labora and the discourse is attached. 

Thus, we attach Jibril’s handwriting that stated “Gus 

Dur is right, he doesn’t lie!” At that time I did not know why he 

stated such that, but I was also in the middle of God’s Trial. Did 

I dare to continue my communication with Jibril if he admitted 

as jinn? Thus, he wrote confirming himself as Soeharto’s jinn as 

accused by Gus Dur. Hence, many things intertwined to be 

tested to me and also became the subject of His Sanctification. 

And then, I entered the trial of faith perseverance upon 

God’s Teaching that is tawheed, which forbids us to deal with 

jinn. For days I secluded myself from those invisible voices, 

thus I did everything that I could to make the voices, which 

always talked to me, disappear. I shut the line of that voice 

from my mind and my heart and did not want to think about 

mystic anymore and did not want to listen to my inner voice 

by shifting all my attentions to other things. However, I felt my life was empty, for I already 

experienced eternal happiness listening to Jibril’s good teaching and God’s Voice in my praying 

when I pleaded upon His Help. 

nyaNo matter how God always answered my prayer by saying, “ I grant your prayer”, 

but at the moment I was uncertain and suspected Habib jinn, then I stopped dealing with 

mystical world. Therefore, I was also afraid to listen to God’s Voice in my prayers unto Him, 

thus I stop praying and thinking about all transcendental communication. I made myself busy 

reading anything or watching TV. However, I already lost my interest in my old world, which 

was a career as a flower artist. 

Then the feeling of emptiness covered myself, like someone who was heartbroken. The 

emptiness that I felt at that time was so sorrowful, however my sadness was solemn for I deeply 

loved God, whilst I wanted to subjugate myself to hinder the happiness that I ever experienced 
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when I was enjoying my transcendental communication, to keep me from the possibility to go 

astray.  

Thus, when I came to a point that I had been able to settle my heart to willingly close my 

alternative therapy should it is necessary, whereas everyday my patients were queuing. Then I 

just focused on shalat (prayer) and my prayer merely focused on asking God to keep me away 

from Habib-the jinn. Accordingly, God reacted strongly inside myself to cancel my wish to close 

my alternative therapy, so that day I was relief and continued to accept my patients that kept 

coming. And since that time, my heart was calm. 

Afterwards, I was just convinced that he is Jibril and not jinn, when in my prayer unto 

God I asked for His Protection from the influence of jinn and I sacrificed my alternative therapy. 

Then, God convinced me to prove that the one who always talked to me is Jibril. 

And God ordered me to perform umrah. Therein God showed me that I was truly with 

Jibril. It was when I saw a hologram came down from the sky as a figure similar to my son, 

Mukti Day, and the word “Allah” appeared in the sky, above Masjid Al-Haram after day break. 

So at the end I believed that I was really with God and Archangel Jibril. 

Thus, I passed the trial of Jibril who stated that he was Soeharto’s jinn and confirmed 

Gus Dur’s accusation upon him. As for the Jibril’s letters for me, actually the news spread 

everywhere so other prominent figures also called me and wished to see those Jibril’s letters. 

And so the late Adnan Buyung Nasution also called and asked me to bring Jibril’s letters 

to him and asked me to meet him at the lobby of Hyatt Aryaduta Hotel (now is Aryaduta Hotel) 

since he was there at that time. However, Bang Buyung (brother Buyung) did not make any 

comment except just staring at those letters seriously. I have known Adnan Buyung Nasution 

since the incident of Malari (Fifteenth of January Disaster – student protest and riot) in 1974.  

As for the late Hasballah M. Saad, former Minister of Human Rights, I knew him before 

he became the Minister of Human Rights. And when he was still a leader of ICMI (Association of 

Indonesian Muslim Intellectuals), Hasballah asked me to come and brought Jibril’s letters at a 

limited ICMI leaders’ meeting). He asked me to come forward before the participants of the 

meeting to explain how I received those Jibril’s letters and therein I explained whilst I showed 

those letters to the participants. 

Thus, I have 3 witnesses who unfortunately all have died. However, there are several 

witnesses who are still alive, they are Arswendo Atmowiloto, and also Neno Warisman, Taufik 

Ismail, Emha Ainun Najib and retired brigadier general Nurhadi Purwosaputro, who was at that 

time positioned as Deputy Chief of BIN (State Intelligence Agency). Hopefully all of them are 

willing to testify upon those Jibril’s letters for me.  

As for my friend, the retired Brigadier General Nurhadi Purwosaputro was once related 

to me regarding the mystical affair, that is when the conflict issue between Dayak and Madura 

tribes in West Kalimantan. The news about slaughtering in that place is dreadfully horrifying. 

And I saw the pictures of that incident in Mr. Singgih’s house, which at that time officiated as 

Attorney General. And instantly after I saw those pictures, God told me to offer Mr. Singgih to 

help this country in overcoming the problem. Because horrifying mystical affair can only be 

resolved by the mystic of God The Almighty. 

So God at that time tried to convince me that I was in God’s Protection and that I was 

truly accompanied by Jibril. Thus, the proof that Jibril was truly the angel who accompanied me 

was done by God through the handling of the conflict issue of Dayak and Madura tribes that 

involved terrifying mystical power. 
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However, Mr. Singgih was not willing to send me there for he was worried something 

could happen to me and he had to be responsible, considering at that time the conflict was still 

ongoing and the government did not know yet how to resolve the problem. Whereas, precisely 

God wanted me to come to that place during the conflict was happening. Testing my courage is 

indeed always done by God to me. 

As for when I failed to ask Mr. Singgih to send me to West Kalimantan, then I asked my 

friend’s help, who was the retired Brigadier General Nurhadi Purwosaputro. And actually my 

idea was accepted by BAKIN/BIN. Thus, thanks to the help of the retired Brigadier General 

Nurhadi Purwosaputro, I could came to Salatiga, the place of slaughtering, of which the 

incident just had happened a day before I came. 

And by permission from the chief of BIN at that time, Lieutenant General Moetojib, I 

was also sent to Pontianak, West Kalimantan. Abdul Rachman and I were welcomed by the 

Indonesian Army (TNI), whose name I did not remember. Therefore, all the facilities during our 

stay over there were supported by BIN. 

As for that dreadful incident was unlikely to be overcome through gunfight by TNI who 

wanted to secure the country from the terrifying situation at that time. How was it possible that 

thousands of possessed people should be shot to stop the demonic possession, whereas there 

was no way to cast out that mass demonic possession. Eeriness covers West Kalimantan area 

and even Indonesia, however the country should resolve the demonic possession besieged the 

Dayak tribe at that time. Accordingly, I was commanded by God to offer myself resolving that 

problem. 

We came to the slaughtering area in Salatiga village and the magical nuance was still 

strongly covered the area, and even vaguely the smell of blood was still sensed. And the local 

people still looked traumatic, so they stared at our coming suspiciously, but luckily there was a 

TNI member who accompanied us, so we were safe. And we prayed whilst they gazed at us. 

My prayer was short for God just instructed me to ask Him to remove the mystical 

power that covered the enmity between Dayak tribe and the Madurese. Afterwards, we were 

asked to stare at the sky together and then appeared a figure that we have never seen in the sky 

before. That figure looked like something that spread its wings and inside it existed abundant of 

colorful spheres as the color of sparkling rainbow. 

It was something that is difficult to be explained, but it has never happened before nor 

after that incident. We could only feel surprise to watch the appearance of that figure and then 

it disappeared. And when we were about to leave, God asked us to keep staring at the sky 

where the figure appeared and in short time the figure reappeared for quite long, and then it 

disappeared again. Seemed like God wanted that His Surprise was imbedded deeply in our 

heart, as we imbed deeply our belief about the destiny that come to us. Such is the incident 

which was happened in the sky of Salatiga village, the place of slaughtering.  

Unfortunately, we do not have any documentation since we did not bring any camera. 

Because that incident happened unexpectedly, so we had no preparation to record it. As you 

know, the custom of using cellular phone at that time was not common. The incident was 

testified by Abdul Rachman, TNI’s member who escorted us and myself, as well as the entire 

local people who were there with us on that occasion. 

And thanks to God, thereupon Dayak tribe community could be brought to peace with 

the Madurese, the news which we heard after we had arrived in Jakarta the next day. At least, 

that experienced served as evidence that I truly received Revelation from God. And afterwards, 

I believe that the one who accompanies me is Archangel Jibril for his magical power has been 

proved could remove the mystical power which covered West Kalimantan during that period.  
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According to God, actually some instances of appearance could bind the formula of 

Quantum Theory with Eden’s Miracle, as now God is revealing the secret of universe through 

the incidents that happened to me and especially the LE2 initial which in fact later on becomes 

the key formula to reveal the secret of universe that I will write more about it. 

The scientists considered Quantum Theory as superior to explore the secret of nature 

and when they envisage could travel the space and time through the time machine technology. 

However, God states that actually research needs not to be continued since it will yield in vain. 

Space and time generally should follow the natural law, law of causality and law of cause and 

effect. 

A theory that enables time travel to the past by manipulating the worm hole is 

impossible since there is no human being who can survive being alive when he passes through 

the worm hole. And time cannot be turned backward. Whatever encountered in the past, 

certainly it should have changed along with the current development or has gone. Thus, how 

could a man enter the past time? Accordingly, if that aspiration would be endeavored, it will 

just be a waste and unavailing. 

Hence, God wishes that the scientists shifted the idea to stimulate Quantum Theory 

studying the coordinates existence of the universal axis. As for the theory and formula of the 

universe, it will be renewed by God so it can be utilized to enhance the current technology 

toward the future technology, therefore human should be able to conceive the measure of The 

Most Globality of God The Most Immense, who is actually infinite.  

If God does not tell us by Himself about the measurement of His infinite Most Global, 

human being will never reach the conclusion of a perfect theory of the universe, for it is unlikely 

there is a technology that can measure the Spherical Shape of God. Moreover, there is no life 

beyond the Spherical Shape of God, if one would like to see the Shape of God, which is 

Spherical, from outside Himself. Estimation of God’s Spherical Shape cannot be calculated yet 

by the scientists until now. Thus, God’s Shape is known as spherical since God Himself informs 

us. 

So God has spoken to me about His Shape, which are Spherical and the Most Immense. 

As for the Shape of God, which are Spherical and The Most Immense covers the universe. And 

the entire universes including all the contents exist within His Spherical Shape as the shape of 

the universal objects. God’s Information concerning His Shape, which is not unseen, has been 

stated in the above Chapter Al A’raf verse 7. 

And this is God’s Way in pouring down His Knowledge, in accord with the covenant 

that He has stated in Chapter Al A’raf verse 7, regarding the secret of the universe, which will 

be explained to the reincarnation of Mary by Him. And I am the reincarnation of Mary. That 

covenant mentioned in the Holy Quran, Chapter Al Anbiya verse 91 is as follows: 

 

91. And We blessed the woman (Maryam) who guarded her chastity: We breathed into her of 

Our spirit and We made her and her son a Sign for the whole world. 

This verse makes a conclusion about the defamation incidents that I experienced as 

stated by God that I am the reincarnation of Mary, who now is striving for my right of reply 

against the calumnies done by Marzani Anwar, aired by Metro TV, as one of my stances to keep 

the honor of Eden and I. 
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And this is how God presents me aligns with the content of the above Chapter Al 

Anbiya verse 91, it is the story of the reincarnation of Mary who has strived for the truth of 

Eden and mine for 20 years, which continuously being defamed by many people, especially by 

Marzani Anwar, such is in this verse mentioned Mary as the one who has guarded her chastity. 

The word ‘has’ in this verse is meant as a requirement how long I have guarded the 

Eden’s truth amidst all parties that loathe Eden and me. And the mutasyabihat (veiling) of this 

verse is revealed when Eden’s Miracle has also been revealed. Thus, the word ‘has’ is used to 

state that I have guarded Eden’s holiness for a long time. Accordingly, it seems that the word 

‘has’ gets its completion through the science explained by God concerning the universe that I 

have to write down. Thus, actually Marzani Anwar’s calumnies before the public through 

Metro TV are my purification trial to fulfill the meaning of this verse. 

Thereof, God also wants to see how my response is upon that matter. And if I can prove 

my truth in a right way, thus God bless me by descending a new knowledge related to the 

universe and the secret of His Miracle that I should write. Such is God’s Covenant in this verse.  

And that God’s Covenant is written intended for Mary, but received by the 

reincarnation of Mary, and in this verse it is also mentioned that God blew into Mary or the 

reincarnation of Mary, of Our spirit (Jibril). So, I will foreverly be accompanied by Archangel 

Jibril. 

             As for the next sentence in Chapter Al Anbiya verse 91, it stated, “We breathed into her of 

Our spirit and We made her and her son a Sign for the whole world”, that is the verse that guarantees 

the reincarnation of Mary, which is me, will always be accompanied by Archangel Jibril, whilst 

the next sentence stated about my son, Mukti Day, and I am the Sign (a great authority of God) 

for the whole universe. 

So God made my son, Mukti, and I as the sign of His Authority for the world, that is 

through the manifestation of Jibril identical to me and through the appearance of Jibril’s 

hologram identical to Mukti at Masjid Al-Haram on Tuesday, October 14, 1997, at 04.00 AM, 

early morning. And that was an assurance for me that my son, Mukti Day, is the reincarnation 

of Jesus. Since, from that moment I dare not to deny God’s Statement which stated that my son, 

Mukti Day, is the reincarnation of Jesus. And I have to be courageous to take responsibility 

upon it. 

And Jibril’s appearance which is identical to me and the appearance of Jibril’s hologram 

which is identical to Mukti at Masjid Al Haram, those are also utilized by God to state 

something that I should convey to the public that Jesus’ resurrection on the third day after his 

death, that was an appearance of the Holy Spirit who manifested similar to Jesus. And that 

assurance has been proved by God through Jibril’s appearance which is identical to me, so those 

two wonders have embraced us as the evidence of Allah’s Mightiness for the whole universe 

aligns with the above Chapter Al Anbiya verse 91. 

Thus, Jesus’s Miracle is similar to Eden’s, which has been shown before limited persons 

at the beginning of my destiny and which will spread to the whole world, when Eden’s Miracle 

has been functionalized to be Jibril (Holy Spirit)’s appearance that is identical to me.  For 

according to God, Archangel Jibril’s appearance, which is identical to me, is intended for taking 

care of world peace and conveying the newest knowledge from God. 

As for the pouring down of knowledge concerning the Spherical Shape of God unto me 

is the completion of His Covenant unto Mary and me, that the writing of God’s Shape He guide 

to me is the evidence of Allah’s Mightiness for the whole universe. For nothing is almighty 

except the Mightiness of Allah, which embraces the entire universes with all the contents inside 
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Him in which the shape is the Most Immense Sphere. And all that I write down is the essence 

and elucidation of Chapter Al Anbiya verse 91 all at once.  

My commonness that posses no knowledge at all can be brought by God to write 

whatever is spoken by God concerning the universe and His Spherical Shape, through clear and 

consecutive explanation so those can be conceived by my modest reasoning and so I can explain 

what God wants to be written. That is due to Jibril’s explanation to me, through the Theory of 

Orange split into two parts, and the explanation is enclosed. 

My being who possess no knowledge about science of the universe, but then I am able to 

write it down, it is also the penetration of Quantum Theory, and that someone’s mind can 

pierce cross nature, space and time and cross various knowledge without understanding the 

knowledge itself. 

Hereupon God explains to me that all magical experiences that I went through were also 

a penetration of Quantum Theory. And I try to write God’s Information to me concerning LE2, 

which He stated that it is the abbreviation of the existence of two Lia Eden, related to the 

appearance of Jibril which is identical to me. 

Thereof, I try to write the appearance of Eden’s Miracle which could be analogized through the 

explanation that E=X. 

E=Energy and X is a variable that could state E=X. 

X could take the value from 0 up to infinity. 

On X surrounding 0, applied E=X. 

On X with infinite value, applied X=X+ number or constants 

So, on X with the infinite value, applied E=E+LE2. 

So in general it could be stated that X=E+LE2. 

Energy can become an infinite energy, as demonstrated by Archangel Jibril in 

manifesting himself to be a human and also in creating crop circles in various parts of the 

world. 

Should it be formulized, energy can become infinite, then X will reach the value  

of infinity, with the formula X=E+Miracle. 

 

Whilst Eden’s Miracle is attached and has contribution in the initial LE2,  

So X=E+LE2, and LE2=Miracle.  

On X=0, applied E= - Miracle.  

On the infinite value of X, LE2 is finite, E is infinite, thus X-E=LE2, thus Miracle= -E  

(contrary of E). For the infinite number minus infinite number becomes finite number. 

 

If a formula to measure the finiteness of something from its infinite can be obtained, thus 

the measurement of God’s Greatness within the embracement of His Spherical Shape can be 

calculated and become finite. For it is God Who wishes that His Spherical Shape and Greatness 

can be measured in order to support human being to be able to succeed in discovering a science 

to build an intergalactic space ship, which can be used to save their lives when this earth 

besieged by apocalypse. 

 

Andrew Newberg, M.D., Director of Research at Myrna Brind Center for Integrated 

Medicine at Thomas Jefferson University Hospital and Medical College studied what happen to 

human’s brain when they are pondering about the Existence of God and thinking about 

spiritual world. I want to welcome his research by offering myself to be studied whether I truly 
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receive God’s Revelation directed from Him or I just make up a story and I am perverted and 

misleading other people. 

By using a low radiation brain scanner, Andrew Newberg M.D could see the physical 

change on the brain when a person is praying or meditating. Thus, research upon me could be 

done by utilizing the brain scanner, for according to the research result, there is an increase in 

the activity of visual cortex, since he concentrated on a sacred object. This explanation can be 

applied unto me, moreover what I experience is a great destiny.As for my transcendental 

communication with God, it can be done anytime. And when the scientists need data of the 

Revelation energy that I possess, God allows it to be studied by the scientists who have the 

authority and serious in taking care of the science descended down by God through myself. 

However, it can also serve as evidence that I truly receive God’s Revelation. 

And for the sake of finding a measure in human communication with God, it is possible 

that the measure can be utilized in the theory and formula that would be useful in completing 

the data to construct a theory that has been descended down by God. And it is to conceive the 

measure God’s Spherical Shape of God and the Most Immense. 

Whatever it is, if it is intended for scientific research to find the finiteness of the measure 

of God Spherical Shape and Greatness, certainly I am willing, but surely it will be done only by 

God’s Permission. And God’s Permission can be obtained if it is preceded by commitment unto 

God to live in holiness. Thus, the atheist scientists have no chance to study me and receive 

consensus as the recipient of knowledge from God. 

Research upon parts of the brain termed parietal lobe and frontal lobe could be done on 

me by God’s Permission to get active reactions from my brain. Therefrom then can be 

concluded the power of my transcendental communication with God and the power of the 

energy that embraces me at that time. 

According to God, that research can be differentiated with the research upon other 

people who are also focusing on praying or meditating. Those researchers can compare it, 

therefore I am willing to be studied and be compared. For according to God, my frontal lobe can 

be streamed by God’s Energy that actively speaks to me every time, every day, and it has 

happened for 20 years. Therefore, it is certainly different with the other research on the same 

matter upon other person, who also focuses in praying or communicating with God.  

If later I will be studied carefully by the scientists, thus the obtained data can become 

conclusions that are expected could help them to start doing researches concerning the 

Spherical Shape of God. And the research can be initiated by measuring God’s Energy that I 

receive. For God’s Energy inside me always exists and never disappears until I pass away, so I 

can be studied anytime. 

It seems that I am bragging to explain God’s Blessing to me, whereas I am being 

commanded by God to explain this to the public so the theory and formula that are descended 

down by God can be deepened by calculating the measurability of the energy inside me or from 

the compilation of God’s Revelations in all papers documented in Eden. As for the issue of 

heresy and misleading upon me, naturally it can be stopped. Thus, hopefully God bless this 

writing so it will be read by the world scientists. Amen. 

Supposedly if my letter would be believed, then I offer myself to be studied by the 

scientists. And thereof, I get the permission since the secret of the appearance of Archangel Jibril 

should be able to be revealed through technology. It is because the research upon the blessing of 

new knowledge from God will be efficient, for part of the formula has been informed by God 

Himself. It is just I cannot conceive God’s Explanation any further, before there is a scientist 

who seriously do the research upon this announcement of a new knowledge from God and 
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study me and my brain. And therefore, we have stated there is God’s Prerequisite, that is the 

scientists’ willingness to make commitment to live holy. 

Thus, God asked me to convey that the shape of God is Spherical and can be measured. 

And the key is the LE2 initial, which its substance is bound with Quantum Theory and E=MC2.. 

That is all which I could conceive with my reasoning, but hopefully it could become a sign of a 

valuable formula for the scientists who are interested. Jibril said, I am like a needle with a 

strand of thread,  I can only sew or correlate the existing knowledge with God’s Knowledge. 

As for the formulas that applied through Jibril’s appearance identical to me, which that 

happening will become the center of the world’s attention, for it is a demonstration of God’s 

Miracle to conciliate the tense situation that besieges the world due to terrorism and in order to 

convince the world public upon God’s Stipulation intended to unify all religions. 

LE2 can be utilized as a formula of manifestation or appearance from an element of light 

to become a physical substance or material. And when a light speed can be enhanced to surpass 

300.000 km/sec, then it will create energy. 

And E=MC2, Einsten’s theory of Relativity as E=mass multiplies by the square of the 

speed of light. From this formula, energy is directly proportional to the material. 

Thus, the particle of light of Jibril’s spirit manifests as a material and appears as human 

through a stipulation and an advancement of the formula. Whilst L from LE2 is an angular 

momentum, physics magnitude which is bound to the existence of energy on the object that 

moves in circular. As for the angular momentum, it is the result of the multiplication of 

moments of inertia (i) and the angular speed (ω) or L=iω 

The energy conversion, which is related to the angular momentum, will correlate with 

the circular movement that involves the magnitude of angular speed (Omega) and angular 

acceleration (Alpha). So, the energy conversion surrounding the angular momentum is related 

to the magnitude of Alpha and Omega. 

And if I elucidate the magnitude of Alpha and Omega, it is related to something that is 

spherical and rotates, and we have conveyed God’s Explanation that His Shape is Spherical and 

the Most Immense and rotates. Thus, God’s Explanation concerning His Shape is in accord with 

His Statement in the Holy Bible Chapter Revelation 1 verse 8.  

The Holy Bible, Chapter Revelation 1 verse 8: 

8.   I am the Alpha and the Omega," says the Lord God, "who is and who was and who is to 

 come, the Almighty." 

God has stated Himself through the magnitude of Alpha and Omega in physics. And that 

guided me to inquire the Shape of God, which is Spherical and rotates through the parameter of 

angular momentum, angular acceleration (Alpha) and angular speed (Omega). Such is God’s 

Words to me, when He bless me with the inspiration about the knowledge of God’s Shape 

which is spherical through the existing science, that is Quantum Theory and Einstein’s Theory 

of Relativity E=MC2, and completed with the existing theory, and which is being descended 

down now, X=E+LE2. And the theory that will be developed in the future in line with the 

development of research and calculation from the scientists, when focusing on the formulas that 

are developed in order to enable the finiteness of the measure of the Shape of God, which is 

Spherical and the Most Immense. And that is what is meant by the future knowledge. Such is 

the Words of God, The Almighty in descending down the perfect knowledge. That is the 

meaning of Chapter Revelation verse 8 has been completed by God. Whilst in the other chapter, 

that is Chapter Revelation 22 verse 13, it is mentioned: 
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The Holy Bible, Chapter Revelation 22 verse 13: 

13.  I am the Alpha and the Omega, the first and the last, the beginning and the end."  

God once again affirms that He is The Alpha and Omega, The Most Bestower of knowledge. 

And human beings do not be trapped to search for the beginning of the universe, for He is The 

Most Creator. He Who creates all the beginning and the end, The Creator of, the first, the 

current, and Who once again becomes the beginning and then the end again, as the law of spirit 

regulation and the law of reincarnation is concluded in this verse. 

God has stipulated that Jakarta and precisely Heaven of Eden in Central Jakarta is the 

coordinates point of the axis of the universe, so it is at our house the measurement of zero has 

been established. And if that is God’s Stipulation in determining Heaven’s location, certainly 

God has calculated to make it as a stand of a formula to calculate The Most Immense and 

Infinity of God’s Shape, which is the Most Spherical. Thus, the mapping of the universe by 

2Mass Redshift Survey can become the mediator of the measured scale to obtain the radius of 

the universal sphericity toward God’s Shape which is Spherical and The Most Immense, the 

estimation can start to be endeavoured. Therefore, the coverage of the infinity of God can start 

to be measured.   

 

The indicator of 

LE2=X+Miracle, thus LE2 can be 

assured as a formula that can be 

developed by the physicists and 

astrophysicists to start calculating 

the measure of The Most 

Immmense of God Whose Shape 

is Spherical. Up to this point I 

hand over to the scientists to 

furthermore search the 

application of the formula of LE2 

to be further utilized.  

The research subject to start looking for 

the formula of the Theory of Everything can be probed through God’s Explanation that I do not 

understand, that He guided through my transcendental communication when I was sleeping and 

dreaming. One night, it was crystal clear that God stated to me that knowledge is cube and I did not 

understand it. His Explanation was then continued that knowledge and technology nowadays are still in 

the coverage of rectangular cube. However, I still did not understand the meaning at all. It is said that the 

airplane until now still uses the technology that cannot soar beyond the cube of the knowledge. I think 

the scientists know better what is meant by this God’s Explanation. 

Then it is followed by the next explanation that in the future it is better that science and 

technology do meticulous calculation of all components which is intended for utilization in a spherical 

space and referred to the circular current calculation. Therefore, the airplane’s acceleration will increase 

so it can skyrocket speedily and disappear from the sight since the airplane enters the current path of the 

universal rotation and which also pull it to skyrocket. Thus, the airplane will not move against the 

current, instead it will adjust and follow the current of the universal rotation. That is why UFO can 

suddenly disappear. Therefore, technological transformation will adjust with the universal rotation and 

with the Rotation of God Himself. That is the absoluteness of science and technology. 
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However, to calculate it certainly first there should be a stipulation of coordinates point of the 

axis of the universe, which located in the middle of the coverage of the universe. And God mentioned 

that the coordinates point of the universal axis is surely indicated by the existence of Heaven in that area, 

since Heaven is absolutely placed at the coordinates point of the universal axis. Through mystic, I receive 

the knowledge from God. And this science can be utilized to know the finite measure from the infinity of 

the Greatness of God. Because from this house the initial of Jibril’s signature, LE2, we disseminate to the 

world in order to convey God’s Revelations. 

As for God’s Heaven, God stated that it is surrounded by all angels in this world. Thus, Eden is 

surrounded by particles of angel’s lights, which when it is seen from the scientific perspective through 

technology that can read it, surely it will be seen as positively charged ions. And the aura is certainly 

sparkling. I am not sure on how to prove it, I leave this matter to the scientists. For God also wants this 

matter will be proved through technology to fulfill the meaning of the holy verse from Quran, Chapter 

Az Zumar verse 75: 

 

75.  And you will see the angels surrounding the Throne, exalting [ Allah ] with praise of their Lord. 

And it will be judged between them in truth, and it will be said, "[All] praise to Allah , Lord of 

the worlds." 

God’s Covenant in this verse stated that human being will see angels surrounding the Arsy 

(Throne), exalting Allah waiting for God’s Revelations that descended down in His Heaven and 

Kingdom. The word surrounding or circling in this verse seems it encloses an important meaning to be 

related to the new knowledge from God. That the Theory of Everything can be obtained if the science 

and technology is referred to the shape of God that is Spherical and that rotates. It is better that  the future 

science and technology is meticulous through calculation of all components that  is intended for 

utilization in a spherical space and referred to the calculation of circular current of rotation. Such is the 

techonology of the angel’s UFO. As for the next sentence, “and it will be judged between them in truth”, 

and we who write and convey the verdict of God’s Law unto His servants in truth. If there is no 

Messenger of Him from human race, then human being will never know when and how is the 

condition of the Day of God’s Court of Justice and the Day of God’s Judgement. 

And if one still wants to keep the belief that the Day of God’s Court of Justice and God’s 

Judgement is carried out in the hereafter, thus how is the Day of God’s Court of Justice and God’s 

Judgement are revealed? Whereas human beings should know the condition of the Day of God’s Court 

of Justice and God’s Judgement. If not, faith to God will not last forever. There is no spirit of the dead and 

spirits of all creatures that can send a message and reveal God’s Most Justice. 

But if God carries out His Court of Justice and His Judgement, thus there should be His 

Messenger who releases His Revelations so the stipulation of God’s Law in His Court of Justice and His 

Judgement can be conceived by the entire human beings in the world. And all adherents also make it as 

spiritual teaching that is truly being descended down by God to the world. And Revelations of God’s 

Court of Justice have started. 

Thus, the first adjudication and judgement is even begun from myself and my former husband, 

Aminuddin Day. That fact is intended to be perpetuated as holiness that I have attained, thus I am 

considered as proper to be the Queen of Heaven by God’s Stipulation. And Queen of Heaven, who is 
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commanded to write all of His Revelations and who writes His Fatawas and His Law in His Court of 

Justice and His Judgement. 

Archangel Jibril guides me to write it down, and he one day will also appear to hold 

responsibility of God’s Court of Justice and Judgement. His Figure will appear after the world’s problems 

will have already worsened and many issues cannot be overcome. One by one of God’s Stipulation of 

Adjudication we will write it down. And upon God’s Stipulation, we will release God’s Verdict. 

The public will certainly not believe in the release of this God’s Stipulation, but this verse has 

stated God makes decision amongst His servants justly. Who will write and convey that just God’s 

Verdict to His servants except His Messenger who is given the authority for that purpose? Thus, we are 

commanded to write His Verdicts and release them. That is the way when God is executing His Court of 

Justice and His Judgement in human world. 

And through His Heaven and His Kingdom, God’s Court of Justice and His Judgement are  

carried out. Such is the Law of God, the Most Just upon His servants, thus His servants feel joyful upon 

the purification conducted by God in His Heaven, so the angels who circling His Throne and human 

beings are saying “praise to Allah, Lord of the worlds”. Therefore God’s Covenant in this verse is being 

fulfilled that in the center of universal axis coordinates, Heaven and His Kingdom is positioned. 

And above the sky of Heaven and Kingdom, His Throne rises surrounded by the angels who are 

waiting for the descending down of God’s Revelations in His Heaven and Kingdom so it could be 

carried out by the angels. If ones would still believe that Heaven exists in the death realism and 

Arsy also exists in the realm of nowhere, it is up to them. 

But is it possible that human beings can find those two existences by themselves, if it is not God 

Who states it. And if God has declared it, try to believe and follow it while you study the fact through the 

existing science and technology. Do not just immediately refuse everything that we stated merely 

because God’s Revelation is considered as impossible to be descended down once again. 

Through that God’s Explanation we are assured that Heaven is always surrounded and 

guarded by all angels in this world. Thus God ascertains us that for the sake of conveying God’s 

Court of Justice and God’s Judgement, we do not need to worry upon any peril, even the entire 

perils in the world. Well, certainly we are sure about that God’s Promise. But, how could we get 

rid of our human side so we will not be agitated toward the peril in the whole world? So 

according to God, when we have to convey God’s Court of Justice and His Judgement 

throughout the world, certainly God will protect us from all sort of dangers wherever they 

come from. 

For that reason, God allows us to reveal to the scientists who wish to prove the existence 

of Arsy above the sky of Jakarta. This is the evidence that Eden’s security is guarded by all 

angels who dwell in this world. If that fact can be detected by technology and there is a party 

who wants to study it, thus we are secured by God and His angels, and protected by the result 

study that can prove angels are circling the Arsy in the sky above His Heaven, at our house. 

Actually on an earth certainly therein live His entire creatures. The quota of angel, 

human, jinn and devil have all been calculated by God in accord with the quantity, to interact in 

the life on this earth. And the scale of calculation is certainly within the corridor of the universal 

equilibrium. 

According to God, human’s technology has been able to prove the existence of Arsy 

above His Heaven. It is because the angels in the universe are positively charged light particles 

and it is a Miracle Consortium. I do not know how the penetration of light particle of the angel’s 
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spirit can be concluded to become an Arsy, however Arsy is only a term to demonstrate the role 

of angel around Heaven.  

However, when God has stipulated the coordinates point of universal axis is in the 

location of His Heaven, then certainly the world scientists will appreciate that matter. And 

when that matter is offered by God, certainly there is something that makes them interested to 

study the Arsy above the Indonesian’s sky for the sake of the interest of their own science, then 

they will try to search for a proof upon everything that we convey at this time. Meanwhile, it is 

the fulfillment of God’s Covenant inside His Holy Books and God’s Covenant to us in Eden. 

The focus of the world scientists to prove the shape of God, which is The Most Global, is 

certainly moved by God in line with God’s Interest that His Fatawa will be believed and the 

existence of His Heaven and Kingdom will be acknowledged. And to make His Purification and 

Salvation become efficient. And so the world peace can soon be attained. 

And regarding Heaven and God’s Kingdom, it has been a while we declared that 

actually it is the stipulation from God’s Side to us who could only be grateful upon that God’s 

Stipulation. And this is the verse that stated about the Heaven and God’s Kingdom. From the 

Holy Quran, Chapter Al Insan verse 20: 

 

20. And when you look there [in Paradise], you will see pleasure and great dominion. 

Where does God establish Heaven? No matter how advance is human’s science and 

technology if it is intended to search for Heaven in certain place in the universe, absolutely the 

search will be in vain. For the criteria of Heaven is only God Who knows and determines. No 

news from a person who experienced clinically dead faint back from his death and tells the 

story that he has seen and felt Heaven and could describe the condition of Heaven. Moreover, 

there is no dead person can come back alive unless he is resurrected in reincarnation. 

 However, there is no one who can describe how the True Heaven from God is, but these 

are God’s Revelations written in His Heaven. However, we have declared Heaven and God’s 

Kingdom are here, as this verse stated: “And when you look there [in Paradise], you will see pleasure 

and great dominion”.  

The pleasure is the life without sin and guaranteed of living in welfare and serenity. 

Whatever we feel, the pleasure is abundant. And we are safe since all that we eat and we use 

comes from halal money from Eden Community themselves who have been purified, whether it 

is their fortunes or sins. We are purified in regard to our soul, character, mind and all stances 

and utterances for God places us in His Kingdom and His Heaven.  

As for Heaven and God’s Kingdom, do not search it in the sky and in the afterlife, for 

actually God determines that His Heaven and Kingdom are in human life. And they exist on 

this earth and in this century. This is God’s Covenant that proves God’s Heaven is in the world.  
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The Holy Quran, Chapter Al Ghafir (Al-Mu’minun) verse 40: 

 

40. Whoever does an evil deed will not be recompensed except by the like thereof; but whoever does 

righteousness, whether male or female, while he is a believer - those will enter Paradise, being 

given provision therein without account. 

At this time, Heaven is declaring the Day of God’s Court of Justice and Judgement. We 

have started to write and release the Discourse concerning God’s Court of Justice and 

Judgement. All evil deeds certainly will not be recompensed except by the like thereof. Thus, 

also all righteousness of the believers unto His latest Stipulation, which has been revealed by 

God, they will enter Paradise, being given provision therein without account. 

It means Heaven is absolutely in human life since it is only human who needs welfare 

and the latitude of halal provision. Halal provision has no account, since harms just befall on 

people who have haram provision. Then, it is clear that Heaven exists in the world. 

Thereof, God has stated to me if the public believes not that Heaven is in this house, 

then He will prove the truth of His Statement that I deliver through the theory that I write. Let 

the world scientists prove the truth of this God’s Revelation. And it also means, such is the truth 

of Eden that we should fight for and we prove to refute all accusation to us. 

The best of God’s Salvation through His Heaven is undeniably through new knowledge 

from Him to correct and improve human’s technology so they could discover the Theory of 

Everything that would make human beings able to invent UFO spaceship to evacuate humans 

to the other planet when this earth goes through a severer apocalypse and it is not inhabitable 

anymore. 

We are just grateful that at last we can submit a proof that we truly receive God’s 

Revelation, for who has the knowledge and who can explain God’s Salvation through this 

theory. As for the scientists’ researches, when they experience an obstacle that wishes to be 

asked unto God, we can pass on the question unto God and later on we will convey God’s 

Answer to the researchers. This guarantee is unlikely to be made by whomever except by 

someone who receives a covenant from God. 

Indeed, the calculation of God’s Most Immense can be started from our house, which is 

stated by God as the coordinates point of the universal axis. And through Quantum Theory and 

Theory of Einstein’s Relativity E=MC2 and the theory X=E+LE2, when the coordinates point of 

the universal axis has been calculated, then those theories can be developed by the scientists. 

Thus, since that time forward, let the scientists develop the theory. 

I am just conveying something that at least gives a foundation to be the key for the 

scientists to know the magnitude of God’s Measure, which is infinite to be finite. It seems like 

developing a formula to look for finiteness from something infinite. The value of X, which is 

finite, from the number, which is infinite, could be discovered through the formula of LE2 that 

comes and rise from infinity. 

Human’s technology nowadays has already been able to make such calculation. And the 

magnitude of light speed that is enhanced could also serve as a proof that it can be created since 
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Archangel Jibril has proved it. Whatever the way, certainly the scientists will be guided by God 

to come to such provision. 

As from all matters that are intertwined by an ultimate truth, then it can surely be 

formulated. So is the enhancement of the speed of light. And if the knowledge is descended 

down from God, then this earth will be showery by God’s Blessing through the knowledge that 

He descends down directly. 

Thus, the accuracy of all formulas could be developed to overcome the outer space 

issues and to travel crossing the intergalactic. Then the UFO spaceship to evacuate the 

inhabitants of this earth to the other planet could already be imaginated, as well as the accuracy 

of the formula. God has promised it could be brought into reality. 

Moreover, God has promised that Jibril’s appearance as a human, which the intention is 

to be functionalized as an endeavor to reach world peace through the prominent figures met by 

Jibril, as in the past he went to see ordinary people whom he once met. Therefore, it is not 

difficult for him to meet the world figures at their room or at their work place whenever God 

wants, as he ever did. 

Thus, God’s knowledge that He is descending down can be perpetuated in human 

world through his visit to various world figures and to wherever the place that God allows him 

to go. If God gives His Permission, Jibril certainly will guide everything that has not been 

divulged and everything that becomes an obstacle for science. Such is the benefit of his 

appearance that we are awaiting. And this is the verse from the Holy Quran Chapter Al Isra 

verse 95. 

The Holy Quran, Chapter Al Isra verse 95: 

 

95. Say, "If there were upon the earth angels walking securely, We would have sent down to 

them from the heaven an angel [as a] messenger." 

This is the verse that guarantees the manifestation of Archangel Jibril who could walk 

securely on the earth, for he appears as human. And he cannot be recognized as Jibril if he does 

not appear identical to me, who has announced his coming to human world through his 

appearance identical to me. Accordingly, this verse stated: “if there were upon the earth angels 

walking securely, God would have sent down to them from the heaven an angel as a messenger”. 

As much as it could, in conveying our right of reply to Metro TV, we do it this way. For 

Eden cannot use its right of reply through the other way, let alone using words that merely 

answering the calumnies by stating our vexation. Furthermore, we have explained our response 

in detailed, enclosed with real and accurate evidences, but seems like our explanation still 

cannot be trusted, thus whatever we have explained it is continuously ignored for we have been 

covered by the issue of heresy. Seems like it is unlikely we would have a chance to be trusted. 

Thus, God defends us through His own Way, that is by descending down new 

knowledge, which certainly will get attention from the world scientists, the more important is 

we have written it down. Whether it is believed or not, but one day, if it truly comes from God, 

certainly God will bring closer scientists who will be grateful to receive direct knowledge from 
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God. However, this is God’s Way to defend me from the pressure of calumnies and perils. It is 

said, this is how God The Most Wise to be recognized of His True Self, Who has spoken in 

Eden. 

As for the knowledge that is descended down by God to me today, that is what we use 

as the subject of our right of reply. However, what is aimed by God is to prove the truth of Eden 

through His Verses and through the knowledge that is being descended down by Him. And I, 

myself, could possibly raise my own thought to present such right of reply. However, I am 

happy for God teaches me how to pay evil action and injustice with knowledge from God. 

Thus, the science of the universe has been able to accurate the finiteness of the broadness 

of the universe. And therefore, the scientists can start trying to make a breakthrough by 

developing more complete and accurate calculations, so it becomes a formula to attain the 

Theory of Everything that could be used to complete the construction of UFO spaceship later 

on. 

For the world scientists, we offer LE2 to be the key to know the measure of the 

broadness of the universe and to know the finiteness of the Most Immense of God’s Shape 

which is Spherical and rotates. Thus, the shape of God which is Spherical and Rotates is 

commanded by God to me to convey God’s Revelation related to God’s Answer upon the issue 

of terrorism as follows: 
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THE ANSWER FROM GOD THE ALMIGHTY 

Related to the Issue of Terrorism 

In the Name of God The Only One and The Most Immense 

 

This is God’s Revelation and God’s Vow: 

And this is My Answer upon the issue of terrorism in the world that I do not feel comfortable to 

see terrorism which widely spread like an octopus troubling the nations throughout the world. 

And I am not willing to let them call My Name in their wrong jihad, that such jihad only spreads 

harms instead of spreading Islam rahmatan lil alamin (blessing for the whole world and its 

content), neither prove the truth of Islam’s teaching. When the entire nations in the world feel 

disturbed and threatened by terrorism that becomes more vicious and frightening, thus I state 

that terrorism will not succeed in building their power and raising Khilafah of Islamiyah (Islam 

Government) to be the power of Islam that will be victorious in the world. 

As all religions I want to unify, thus unification of all religions is the only thing that I bless and 

protect. Accordingly, I bless not jihad of the terrorists from any group and I let them be cornered 

for being loathed by all nations who feel disturbed by the terrorists and I let them be the common 

enemy of the nations in the world. Therefore, they cannot reach sovereignty, so they can only 

terrorize the countries and then they will be weakened by the strong current of the unification of 

all religions that I guarantee. And they will become weak since I do not bless them. However, 

accept unification of all religions that I have declared as My Fatawa, so it becomes an absolute 

power that can overcome terrorism and all religious problems that have been piling up and 

cannot be disentangled anymore. Thereof, I abrogate all religions. And I make adjustment 

amongst all religions, so all can be integrated under My Protection and My Blessing.  

And I bring forth the role of Imam Mahdi (prophesied redeemer of Islam) Abdul Rachman to save 

Islam adherents who are not related to radicalism and terrorism. And I take a vow to state that I 

only bless and protect Eden as well as all people who would be willing to neutralize their belief. 

And I take a vow that My Stipulation related to Unification of All Religions will certainly 

succeed. For that is the easiest way to reconcile all religions and the world. For that reason, I 

present an explanation concerning My Shape that is Spherical and the Most Immense. 

BaI take a vow to guarantee Lia Eden’s explanation concerning My Shape is truly come from Me. 

And I aim that to prove that she is really My Messenger. Because if she isn’t, she can impossibly 

explain about My Shape which previously I have made covenant in the Holy Quran, Chapter Al 

A’raf verse 7. 

Such is My Vow also to state that I have fulfiled the secret of Al Quran, Chapter Al Araf verse 7. 

As for the knowledge about My Shape which is Spherical I intend to unify the perception upon 

My Self, Who is The Most Immense, to all religious adherents in the world, so they would be 

willing to neutralize their beliefs and unify their religions, then I can create world peace and 

overcome terrorism in the world.  

Truly, there is no power that can overcome terrorism problems except Me, The Almighty and The 

Most Powerful in abrogating all religions and the Almighty to unify them all.All countries and 

nations are waiting for My Answer upon the issue of terrorism. As for this problem, it cannot be 

overcome by human and by any power in the world, for it is My Curse related to the rejection of 

the Indonesian Muslim upon My Revelations, My Heaven and My Kingdom, that I have 
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established since 1995 until now through My Messenger, Lia Eden, who has never been trusted 

as My Messenger. Thus, to overcome the problem of terrorism certainly it depends on Me alone. 

And I just want to bring forth My Help upon Indonesia if the Government and the people of 

Indonesia end the accusation of heresy upon Eden and they are willing to accept My Messengers, 

Archangel Jibril and Lia Eden, who have been conveying My Revelation for quite a long time. 

And do admit that since My Curse has been worldwide, the Most Sacredness of Eden has been 

proved. Do not let Me perfect My Curse. And accept My Helping Hand through the valuable 

knowledge from Me. As for the Archangel Jibril and Lia Eden, they have been working together 

for so long to establish the existence of Heaven and My Kingdom that I want to functionalize as 

the institution of My Salvation for human beings in this world, who is going through a process of 

doomsday. As for My Stipulation, it is impossibly can be denied and avoided. 

And when Eden’s truth is not trusted and when the real evidences are still ignored, thus the 

Eden’s Truth is continuously ignored and Eden is forced to silence, so its right of reply is not 

responded by Metro TV. I Take Over Eden’s Right of Reply. And This is My Answer 

to Metro TV. When Eden is calumniated before the public, which broadcasted by Metro TV, 

injustice that happens to Eden I shall recompense with injustice that will be experienced by Metro 

TV. 

If you want it not to happen, then state the Eden’s truth before Me. State and broadcast the video 

of Lia Eden and Community of Eden’s willingness to do Mubahalla against Marzani Anwar and 

his family who actively defame Eden. Properly Metro TV should broadcast it, and I will count it 

as redemption of the injustice upon Eden. 

If you dare not to do it, then I will certainly judge Metro TV’s injustice. I reverse the injustice 

equally. And what I count as equal is related to the real truth of My Revelations carried by Eden, 

which has been refuted by Metro TV since Eden’s right of reply has been ignored. Accordingly, 

Metro TV has taken side to Marzani Anwar. 

After this Stipulation of Mine, I will soon execute My Court of Justice and My Judgement upon 

Marzani Anwar as well as adjudicating and judging Caiaphas who crucified Jesus and Bishop 

Pierre Cauchon, who burned Joan of Arc at the stake, and now he reincarnates to be Marzani 

Anwar. Supposedly My Stipulation should be respected since My Court of Justice upon Marzani 

Anwar I intend to reveal the law of spirit regulation and the law of reincarnation related to the 

law of karma. Meanwhile My Court of Justice is spirit’s adjudication, the count embraces the 

universe and cross the era as well as cross life and nature. 

And I bring forth this case to remind all religious adherents to stop hating each other. For I shall 

prove Caiphas, the Jewish High Priest, reincarnated to be Bishop Pierre Cauchon, who was 

Christian, and now reincarnates to be Marzani Anwar, who is Islam, so what is the purpose to 

hate and wage war to one another over religion? 

Since 2004 Marzani Anwar has written his thesis that discredited Eden and continued on his 

dissertation in 2011 that also discredited Eden. And all of his writings in various media, 

especially Kompasiana.com and in his blog, We gather them as the evidence of his crimes against 

Apostolate. Crimes against three Apostolates in different eras I put the count on Marzani Anwar, 

for he who carries the spirit of Caiaphas and Bishop Pierre Cauchon, so he brings the harm of the 

sins of Caiaphas and Pierre Cauchon. Thus, My Judgement upon Marzani Anwar I count as he 

has done three-time crimes against Apostolate. 
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Thus, all Marzani Anwar’s actions toward Eden now can be reviewed in regard to the similarity 

of character in loathing Eden and compare it with the historical transcript of Caiaphas’s stance 

upon Jesus and Bishop Pierre Cauchon’ stance upon Joan of Arc which happened in France in 

15th century. As for the similarity I state that as the stipulation of the same spirit. And he 

approached Eden actually because the spirit nature of Bishop Pierre Cauchon calling to approach 

his victim, Joan of Arch, who has reincarnated as Lia Eden. 

Thus, since the beginning of acquaintanceship with Lia Eden in early 2004, I did not involve all 

Eden Community members and Lia Eden to realize Marzani Anwar’s action toward them, so 

they all neglected Marzani Anwar’s stance that has discredited Eden through his writings. Thus, 

they never gave any response upon all Marzani Anwar’s actions toward Eden.  

And I never brought up Marzani Anwar in Revelations I have descended down all this time, not 

even just to mention Marzani Anwar’s thesis and dissertation that discredited Eden. It is because 

I wanted Lia Eden and all Eden Community did not realize it and let it passed like the wind. So, 

there is no anger, let alone vengeance from Eden to Marzani Anwar upon his thesis and 

dissertation. That is how I maintain Eden’s condition not to involve in a dispute with Marzani 

Anwar. 

Uncomfortable situation began when Elfa came to Eden asking to be accepted as Eden’s member. 

Thus, Elfa Diasmara, Marzani Anwar’s son, declared that he believed in Eden’s Teaching and I 

accepted him in Eden since he is the reincarnation of Simon Petrus, who deserved to be accepted 

in Heaven. However, that is the reason which makes Marzani Anwar and his family are terribly 

furious and busy calumniating Eden. 

In this case, I forbid Eden to give any response so they all have zero mistake, which possibly 

happened to them due to emotional instigation caused by various Marzani Anwar and family’s 

attacks. And I command Eden to keep all the documentation of Marzani Anwar’s writings and 

Marzani family’s scorns unto Eden and to write down the chronology of Elfa Diasmara’s fate that 

befall on him because of his own family’s actions. 

Thus, I intentionally plan those all whilst Eden Community did not realize it for sure and until 

the schedule of My Court of Justice and My Judgement for Marzani Anwar and his family is due. 

And Metro TV as well as Kompasiana.com involved in treating Eden unfairly and took Marzani 

Anwar’s side. Accordingly, this is My Explanation that I am executing My Court of Justice and 

My Judgement to Marzani Anwar and his family. 

As for Marzani Anwar and his family, they keep busy throwing provocation about the heresy of 

Eden’s teaching, in which the provocation to the public stated that Eden should be destroyed. 

However, I declare that Eden cannot be destroyed for Eden is My Heaven and Kingdom. And its 

miracle has been revealed and be it as protection for them to overcome the perils throughout the 

world. 

I have explained unto Lia Eden about the knowledge to conceive My Spherical Shape, as it is the 

accurate knowledge from Me to renew the science of universe, and to render the reinstatement of 

tawheedness (absolute monotheism) to all religions, for the sake of believing My Fatawa, that is 

unification of all religions.  

As all religious adherents oblige to worship only unto God the Only One, thus My Shape which 

is Spherical and The Only One and the Most Immense I have applied to become a perfect 

knowledge to be conceived and to be believed as God The Only One and Who is impossible to be 
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associated with whatsoever. Thus, unification of all religions certainly can be implemented 

peacefully. 

Thus, science I shall render as My Way to overcome terrorism since Unification of All Religions 

will not give a chance that terrorism would be frightened. For Unification of All Religions will 

make all nations be united in modern spiritualism that is universal and logic. The way of 

worshipping becomes simple, practice and low-cost for there is no need to do ritual ceremony that 

needs expense, and moreover the obligation to purify onself by performing a high cost hajj. Thus, 

I simplify praying that I answer and it can be done at anytime one needs God’s Help wherever he 

is. 

Consequently, I suggest to hurriedly pray unto Me and say your problem and what kind of help 

you need from Me. And if you are willing to neutralize your belief, I will immediately answer 

your prayer. And if I consider that the plead in your prayer has not yet done in a holy path, then 

regretfully I state that you need to sanctify first yourself, so I am willing to fulfill your prayer. 

Thus, actualy I prefer to answer one’s prayer when he is willing to neutralize his faith and follow 

My Fatawa that is intended to unify all religions to attain world peace.  

Thus, the prayers that are pleaded unto Me by the people who are willing to neutralize their faiths 

and accept My Stipulation upon Unification of All Religions, they are the kind of people whom I 

grant their prayers more easily. I answer their prayers immediately for I am happy when all 

people feel close to Me.  

Truly at the time human beings succumb in sins, when religion has become awry and scary, and 

at the time all religions have been abrogated, I do not grant any prayer. Blessing is just received 

through one’s virtuous achievement. Whoever succeeds in performing good deeds, the answered 

prayer comes through the merit of his good deeds. Thus, I ascertain that after I abrogate all 

religions, I let prayers pass by just like that until My Stipulation upon Unification of All 

Religions is willing to be believed. And I am entitled to be firm in applying My Stipulation at the 

time peace is really needed in this world.Then afterwards, may the world be in peace and 

terrorism is left behind by the era. Moreover, if My Fatawa would be accepted, I will overcome 

terrorism issue by applying My Covenant in the Holy Bible, Chapter Revelation 3 verse 3. 

The Holy Bible Chapter Revelation 3 verse 3: 

3. So remember what you have received and heard; and keep it, and repent. Therefore if 

you do not wake up, I will come like a thief, and you will not know at what hour I 

will come to you. 

Thus, this is My Covenant with the Indonesians so they would revoke their accusation of heresy 

upon Eden, as the Indonesian people and their Government should perform National Repentance 

related to the rejection upon My Revelations, My Heaven and My Kingdom and the Archangel 

Jibril, as well as the oppression upon Lia Eden and Eden Community. 

After they perform National Repentance, then I am willing to take action upon terrorism through 

this Covenant of Mine. I want to remind you that you have received and listened to My 

Stipulation, then follow it and repent! For I shall judge haram (illicit) money and like a thief I 

will take haram money from its safety box wherever it is located. Your haram money will 

mystically disappear and you do not know when I will come to you and take away your money. If 

the criminals and terrorists lost their money, thus they have no fund to launch their actions. 

Thus, they become weak and can no longer be ferocious and arrogant.  
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meAs for My Covenant, it is not just related to the terrorism, I stipulate it also to overcome the 

issue of drugs and other criminals as well as corruption. And, wait until it happens as the 

implementation of the Day of My Power and the Day of My Court of Justice and My Judgement 

at this time.As for the Day of My Power, it will make the world gain back its brightness after I 

cast out darkness, therefore follow My Fatawa to be willing to neutralize your belief for the sake of 

Unification of All Religions.  Universal modern spiritualism is the only solution to overcome 

terrorism and religious conflict and reconcile all differences. Thus, I have stipulated the criteria of 

My Requirement, thus obey it and do not just speculate about it when I have absolutized My 

Stipulation. 

Thus, We declare the neutralization of belief for all religious adherents in the world so they could 

be united through understanding about My Shape, which is Spherical and embraces all the 

contents of the universes. Therefore, by knowing My Shape, which is not unseen, supposedly it 

could reinstate all religions to their tawheedness that abzolutize Me as God The Only One for all.  

And if My Stipulation upon the Unification of All Religions is followed, then there would be no 

more religious conflict and war in the name of religion, so the existence of terrorists will have no 

meaning. And if all adherents are willing to see My Solution as the utmost solution for all and 

they follow it, then I can resolve terrorism issue completely. It means until they taste Hell that 

they create it themselves. Principle of justice can become the principle of My Most Just if the 

presence of My Heaven is seen, so is My Hell. In any case, I always put My Stipulation that I 

require, which I will just bestow My Blessing if My Prerequisite is fulfilled. Shun away from any 

sin and make commitment to be willing to live holy so I shall delightedly bring you to My 

Heaven. 

And acknowledge the truth of Eden, which therein I descend down My Revelations. And stop 

accusing them as perverted and read carefully My Revelations that I descend down in Eden. And 

sanctify yourself as the Messengers of Eden do. Thus, My Holy Teaching has been exemplified by 

the Messengers of Eden. Accordingly, do not ever predicate them as perverted, for adherents who 

say so, I let them be perverted altogether until their heresy makes the world becomes tedious. 

Thus, it is My Requirement upon Islam adherents who loathe Eden. 

As for that matter, I deliberately render it as the key of My Help to resolve terrorism issue. 

Because if it is not from a heaviest problem that has troubled the world, it is equal if I make it as 

the requirement of reward of My Stipulation, which is the most difficult to be accepted by all 

adherents as well. Such is My Fatawa all this long has been disregarded and ignored by all 

religious adherents. However, I know that how hard it is for the adherents to convert from their 

own belief. And therefore, Eden is considered as a heretical sect and can possibly be treated as the 

enemy of all religious adherents. 

And if it happens, I will elevate My Heaven back and afterwards, you all will no longer receive 

any guidance. And I let all adherents to continue their enmity and destroy one another. Is that 

what you want? Say that you all still need God and My Help, so I will provide you a way out to 

leave religious enmity. Indeed, religious enmity happens due to religious deviation, thus the 

purity of religions is not secured, then adherents from different religions defame one another upon 

other religion. Thus, religious enmity now has been causing chaos to the world. 
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Marzani Anwar and His Family’s Provocation toward the Public Yields in 

Nothing for Eden has been Protected Securely by Eden’s Miracle that I Bless 

The occurence of burning and evicting of the followers of Gafatar (a cult movement considered as 

heretical) in Kalimantan and terrorism action that recently happened at Thamrin Street, now are 

being used by Marzani Anwar and his family to provoke the public, particularly the radical 

groups, to eliminate Eden’s Teaching on this earth. Therefore, the action of Marzani Anwar and 

his family has reached the same capacity with Caiaphas and Bishop Pierre Cauchon’s provocation. 

Marzani Anwar’s provocation in his various writings and on Metro TV, and the provocation 

done by Divi Analis, his son, in social media, such like that was the evil intention and instigation 

of Caiaphas and his family when they wanted to crucify Jesus and Bishop Pierre Cauchon when 

he wanted to send Joan of Arc to death sentence. 

Both of them cared not about what information they gave whether it was illogical and twisting 

the fact or not. In calumniating and provocating, they forget about truth analogies and holiness of 

religiosity. And they spread calumnies just based on their rage so it is very easy to prove all of 

their mistakes. 

And, those are the prime sins that shadow and blind them. And Eden contributes in documenting 

their mistakes, so those become a valuable transcript to know Caiaphas and Bishop Pierre 

Cauchon’s style in conducting his intriques when he was fervent to crucify Jesus and the next to 

burn Joan of Arc. And read Marzani Anwar’s writings and the entire scorns and calumnies of his 

family that came along. And learn the history of Caiaphas and Bishop Pierre Cauchon in 

throwing their evil deeds upon the Apostolate in the past, thus the similarity character amongst 

those three can be seen. And their way is no different, besides the difference in religious subject as 

well as the language and the era. 

As such My Court of Justice and My Judgement in the end times will prove My meticulous 

Examination upon three roles that equally hate Apostolate, but it is done by a person whose spirit 

identity is the same. Thus, I render it as the testimony of the validity of the law of spirit 

regulation and the law of reincarnation as well as the law of karma. By My Covenant unto all 

human beings that I promise Heaven and also Hell, this is the time to fulfill My Covenant. 

As for Marzani Anwar, he does not realize that what he did and the way he did it was the same as 

Caiaphas and Bishop Pierre Cauchon’s tricks. Thus, in the past they succeeded, but now he 

certainly will not succeed for Lia Eden is the Queen of Heaven whom I protect and she has been 

able to open the Eden’s Miracle, which then any peril directed to her will not penetrate her. 

Moreover, now is the time I enact My Court of Justice and My Judgement. And who writes down 

My Laws is Lia Eden, whom I determine as the Queen of Heaven and the Queen of Justice, and 

has been long awaited by the Indonesians. However, unfortunately the Queen of Justice, whom I 

have determined, has been tyrannized for she is considered as not representative as the Queen of 

Justice, let alone as the Queen of Heaven.  

The Queen of Heaven and Kingdom of Eden are the Most Authoritative in the 

World 

However, at this time Lia Eden I also functionalize as the Queen of Justice or the representative of 

the Most Honored Judge Archangel Jibril the Holy Spirit, for she is the one who writes My Rules 

of Law. And it is Archangel Jibril who secures her from any mistake in writing My Revelations. 

No matter what, Archangel Jibril will come forward to be My Judge, but Eden Discourse is Lia 

Eden’s responsibility. 
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However, Lia Eden has written the discourse of My Court of Justice and My Judgement for 

everything that I highlight in this world. Therefore, how it is possible that I let her be defeated by 

the dangers and threats that come to her. And there is no power in this world that can bring 

down her power. Truly, she is independent in carrying out My Mandates and she expects 

nothing upon whatever she does for Me and whatever she is endeavoring for whomever and any 

party as her assignment from Me. For I guarantee her welfare and all her needs directly, thus she 

cannot be bribed or intimidated.  

And she is firm and independent in carrying out all of her assignments, for what she obeys 

absolutely is only Me, God The Only One, The Most Protector. And she cannot be influenced for 

every problem and errand that she handles, certainly every step she takes she always asks for My 

Direction. And I always give her knowledge and vision further than what she is asking Me, thus 

actually I always bring her to see all the impact and harm of every problem that she is taking care. 

And I elucidate all the impacts and harms up to the maximum point.  

And I tell her everything that could facilitate problems that she faces and bless her on whatever 

she handles upon the problems that she brings to Me.  Thus, her prayer is the most answered one, 

for indeed she only possesses fulfillment of praying to take care of everything in this world. 

However, do not worship her for she is not God who materializes to be a human. That is why My 

Messenger in the end times is a woman. I have stated that the first creation of a woman in this 

world was Eve, and I gave her a spirit of devil, and to Adam I gave him the spirit of angel. Thus, 

from both of them born descendants and human beings then possessed genes from My both 

creatures. Thus, the equillibrum and justice I create for all My creatures, angel, human and devil. 

And I convince all people in the world that the creation of Adam and Eve has fulfilled the rule of 

law of spirit regulation, that in the end times Adam’s fate leads to the worst nature, that is a 

devil. Meanwhile Eve reaches the noblest nature, that is as the Queen of Heaven. Thus, Lia Eden 

is also the reincarnation of Eve. 

The crossing nature between Adam and Eve I state that as a commonness of spirit regulation. 

And it is the manifestation of My Most Just upon all creatures. Thus, Lia Eden is now positioned 

in the noblest fate amongst all creatures. And I should state that as the system regulation of My 

Blessing, that when she carries a duty as the Queen of Heaven and Kingdom of Eden, she is the 

most powerful, for the entire angels in the whole world serve as her security troops and carry out 

My Blessing to her all at once. Therefore, all her responsibilities are also the responsibilities d 

Archangel Jibril the Holy Spirit and all the angels.  

Thus, she needs not any bargaining position upon whatever is related to the interest of certain 

party that possesses the most powerful authority in the world or alliance of the established 

countries that wish to force their interest to her, or terrorist organization which their activities 

are known as the scariest, certainly she will not make her vows unto me are at stake, just because 

of the pressure from the parties who want to force their desire or interest through good and right 

reasons according to their perspective. However, every decision comes from her is surely has been 

asked unto Me to get My Permission and My Blessing.  

As for, good and beneficial perspective from any party I shall bless, unless if I still have more 

viewpoint from different perspective for the sake of completing and perfecting it, thus I allow if the 

completion is fulfilled as I wish. 

Many experts ask her: “Do we have to fulfill the perfection as God wish?” Thus, if they do not 

complete it, what they heed is also not perfect and consequently My Blessing to them is not perfect 

either. Meanwhile, if all things are completed perfectly, thereof My Blessings are abundant. And I 
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justify Lia Eden not to domicile in this world again when her position I should have secured from 

the stir of various parties’ interest and the stir of problems and perils that threaten her. 

There are many political and interest dillemas that she should taken care when all countries and 

nations will have expected directions from Me. Whilst, she is responsible to deal with all her 

errands perfectly without any mistake, therefore I secure her from any mistake by an obligation to 

absolutely obey Me. And I am The Most Powerful to determine everything and The Most 

Powerful to reverse whatever I want to inverse.  And I am The Most Powerful to eliminate 

whatever power that is against Me, as easy as eliminate the garbage on a street. 

And if there is a threat of terror or eradication upon Eden by any party, I state that there is no 

power that can destroy Eden. There is no peril either that cannot be overcome for the angels 

meticulously guard Eden. And I take a vow to prove how the sovereignty I have bless her with. 

I make her able to answer all issues that she encounters and I make her able to be just for all. 

Relativity of justice certainly I teach her, for not all truths come as it is or as the idea that is 

proposed. And the idea that is stated is not the same as the reality of truth that is explained, and I 

Who will inform her, what kind of reality of truth that I want her to make.  

As for the design of truth that is proposed, certainly I test it before her, so she can prove the 

reference of My Truth to her. That she sees not any false of the truth, but I Who see it. And I let 

not her to make mistake due to deception by the fake truth. Thus, which truth she should defend, 

certainly through My Trial before her, so she can prove which one is the real truth and which one 

is the fake before the public who watches her fairness in resolving and completing certain 

problem. 

Truth is relative, so is the sin, and crime. Relativity of sin and crime will not become part of the 

relativity of truth, for it is disaggregated. Like an angel when it is in the devil’s den, certainly it 

can be seen. Thus, I give her sensitivity to see the sign of sin and crime. And I give her an 

instinct to see the truth, which is tyrannized or manipulated. And I give her freedom to search for 

the real truth and the real sin and crime from the beginning, thus she can escape from those all, so 

she will find the real truth and the fake one.  

Accordingly, she becomes just upon her decision and so she will not be deceived, for We are there 

to divulge all the tricks before her, and so she will become the witness upon the divulgement of all 

the tricks. And we always secure her from being approached by the deceiver. Thus, whoever wants 

to meet her, certainly it is by My Permission. And all her decision is solely based on My 

Guidance. Therefore, she is guaranteed that she will not make any mistake and be deceived. 

And I Who judge whatever I highlight in My Court of Justice that she takes care of and she has 

declared to the public. Thus, she writes down the Discourse of Court of My Justice and My 

Judgement to the public, as the facts that she experiences or testifies. 

However, she always asks all problems that she faces unto Me and I always give her a definite and 

complete answer. Thus, she never does any mistake that I let it happens, for in every step she 

takes she always prays unto Me to be guided in the utmost truth without any mistake. And I 

teach her the real truth for the sake of My Heaven that she bears. And I make her able to be the 

Queen who is enthroned with authority that is suitable with the Most Supremacy of God’s 

Kingdom and the Most Holiness of My Heaven, thus do not disdain her anymore. 

No matter how, she is securely protected by the most sacredness of Heaven and the power of 

Eden’s Miracle that is upheld by the entire angels in this world, thus truly strong is Our 

Protection upon Eden. That is why Marzani Anwar and his family cannot penetrate My Guard 
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upon Eden, although he has reported and provoked to various parties. Indeed, it is fine, since by 

that way, he has divulged his own identity of spirit. 

Who is Marzani Anwar and who is Lia Eden? As for Lia Eden, she is precisely the only mediator 

of human being unto Me and she is the implementer of My Salvation in human world. For who 

else could bring in My Salvation if it is not My Messenger? When she is to be destroyed, do they 

know how serious is their sin? Their call to eliminate Eden is nothing more than showing the real 

identity of their spirit. Is it so important to eliminate Eden? As if Eden has misled many people 

and its heresy has been proven, whereas now I am proving that Eden is a blessing for all people in 

this world. 

 

If Unification of Religions that I Call is Not Heeded, then I Abrogate All 

Religions. And As the Consequence, I Abrogate the Sacredness of All Religions. 

And do you know that even when My Fatawa is not followed by any religious adherent, whereas 

they certainly know what has been declared by Eden, thus as My Ultimatum, I revoke sacredness 

of all religions. If My Reaction is not that way, My Fatawa will still be ignored. Whilst this earth 

is getting hotter by the wars and extreme climate change, which cause calamities in the whole 

world, thus I should firmly react so My Fatawa is obeyed. If it is not for that reason, I am still 

tolerant to see religious problems. And when the sacredness of all religions has faded, then there is 

no solution upon all religious conflicts, and terrorism is flaring up. 

It is not I Who intentionally create religious enmity to become more prevailing. The sins of the 

people who are involved in religious conflict that should be blamed, since their hearts are filled 

with vengeance. This earth is about to approach its doomsday, whose fault is it? Who likes to 

bomb, destroy their earth? Do not accuse religious dispute unto Me Who descend down many 

religions. 

All religious teachings that I descend down are Tawheed. Should there is a religion that is not 

Tawheed, it is not a religion, it may only be a philosophical teaching from a prominent 

philosopher of a certain nation or religious community. His thought is able to catch the ultimate 

truth but it is not complete, since The Mightiness and The Oneness of God are stated as the 

unmoved mover or the cause of all causes. Thus is philosophical cannot reach the completion, so it 

cannot become a theology. 

The thought of philosopher is the tought that is guided by God of all the universes. And they 

broaden their philosophical thought through the breakthrough they obtain from the law of nature. 

The philosophers in their quest are led by their voice of conscience and intellectuality. And if We 

find that matter, then angels guide them to find the ultimate truth that they search, so they would 

come to the ultimate truth of the knowledge of God through nature. They are the people who 

experience the enlightenment of knowledge. Thus, when they have followers, then it becomes a 

religion. Accordingly, there are spiritualism of Buddhism, Taoism and Confucianism. 

It is said that the teaching of manner that teaches ethics, character and moral if accompanied by 

Tawheed that is not segregated, and then it becomes spiritualisme that soars and transcendent, 

for there is God Who Protects and Blesses. Thus all religions and all teachings can be united with 

no difference.   

Peace will be upon this earth if all adherents who come from different religions would realize that 

their God is one and the same, God The Only One. Religious conflict happened since the followers 

boasted of their own religion, and they are fanatic and intolerant. Thus, I reveal the identity of the 
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spirit of Marzani Anwar, and if the public has known it, then what is the use of disputing 

religion? 

And if My Fatawa is willing to be followed by all adherents, then the world serenity will be 

reinstated. And the terrorists find themselves as people who cannot be accepted anywhere and 

cannot do anything except also neutralizing their belief. And I can easily create this condition. 

For I am The Almighty in creating whatever I want, moreover when I have issued My Fatawa in 

human world. 

As for the threats of the terrorist’s viciousness, I will weaken them by all courses, thus they will 

realize there is no use to do jihad for their religion, for I have abrogated religion and I have united 

them all. And I do not give them way and blessing and I reverse their terror actions to be a threat 

for themselves. Once they do ferociousness to other nation, and it will be answered through many 

attacks from other nations to them, which are more vicious than what they have done. 

And are they willing to realize upon the impact of their ferociousness? But if they should be 

destroyed, then they continue their threats to the other nations. Then, the nations unite their 

intentions to end terrorism. So, they are more powerful than the terrorists.  And the terrorists 

will become a common enemy of the nations. 

And terrorists will not gain victory when they are hated by all nations. And when they still 

wildly involve and wish to make sensational terrors, and they use their followers who domicile in 

the countries that they are targeted, then they only worsen their own fate, whereas certainly they 

will not win and be sovereign. Their fierceness is just a momentary, but elimination upon them is 

for sure. Besides those nations that would annihilate them, but indeed I bless the elimination 

upon them. And this is My Judgement upon terrorism. 

I state to Indonesia, carry out the requirement I have stated so your country will be secured. 

Therefore, accept My Fatawa and I will end terrorism, however first end the issue of heretical 

upon Eden. And this nation obliges to state their repentance for rejecting My Revelations, My 

Heaven and Kingdom, and the role of Archangel Jibril, as well as tyrannizing Lia Eden and My 

Messengers. Before this requirement is fulfilled, overcome terrorism and radicalism and disorders 

in your country by your own. Thus, this is My Answer upon the issue of terrorism.  

In the name of God The Most Adjudicating and The Most Judging, we have conveyed 

God’s Revelation related to terrorism. As for God’s Stipulations upon terrorism, all are solely 

subject to God’s Mightiness. And we are certain and believe that terrorism can surely be 

resolved by God. Hopefully what God has imbedded through His Vows can soon give result. 

Amen. 

 

In the Name of God The Most Just 

Jakarta, February 2, 2016 

 

 

Written by :        God’s Revelation is conveyed by: 

The Supreme Judge God’s Messenge 

Lia Eden         Archangel Jibril The Holy Spirit 
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1. Lauhul Mahfudz is used to be defined as the book where God wrote all the whole scenario/record 

events in the universe, and now God reveals the meaning of Lauhul Mahfudz as a phenomenon of 

widespread Information Technology (I.T) and internet that can broadcast any news throughout the world. 

 
 


